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Abstract
Tampering is a thousands-years-old problem. Ancient Mesopotamian civ-
ilizations developed mechanisms to detect tampering of their purchase
receipts on clay tablets. Today, the advances in the technology have
equipped adversaries with more modern techniques to perform attacks
on physical items (such as banknotes and passports), as well as cyber
products (software and webpages). Consequently, tampering detection
mechanisms need to be developed as new attacks emerge in both physical
and cyber domains. In this dissertation, we divide our research into two
parts, concerning tampering in physical and in cyber domains respectively.
In each part, we propose a new method for tampering detection.
In the first part, we propose a novel paper fingerprinting technique based
on analysing the translucent patterns revealed when a light source shines
through the paper. These patterns represent the inherent texture of pa-
per, formed by the random interleaving of wooden particles during the
manufacturing process. We show these patterns can be easily captured
by a commodity camera and condensed into to a compact 2048-bit finger-
print code. Prominent works in this area (Nature 2005, IEEE S&P 2009,
CCS 2011) have all focused on fingerprinting paper based on the paper
“surface”. We are motivated by the observation that capturing the surface
alone misses important distinctive features such as the non-even thickness,
the random distribution of impurities, and different materials in the paper
with varying opacities. Through experiments, we demonstrate that the
embedded paper texture provides a more reliable source for fingerprinting
than features on the surface. Based on the collected datasets, we achieve
0% false rejection and 0% false acceptance rates. We further report that
our extracted fingerprints contain 807 degrees-of-freedom (DoF), which
is much higher than the 249 DoF with iris codes (that have the same
size of 2048 bits). The high amount of DoF for texture-based finger-
prints makes our method extremely scalable for recognition among very
large databases; it also allows secure usage of the extracted fingerprint
in privacy-preserving authentication schemes based on error correction
techniques.
In the second part, we address an important real-world problem: how
to ensure the integrity of delivering web content in the presence of man-
in-the-browser (MITB) attacks by malicious web extensions? Browser
extensions have powerful privileges to manipulate a user’s view of a web
page by modifying the underlying Document Object Model (DOM). To
demonstrate the threat, we implement two attacks on real-world online
banking websites (HSBC and Barclays) and show how a malicious exten-
sion can covertly compromise the user’s bank accounts. To address this
problem, we propose a cryptographic protocol called DOMtegrity to en-
sure the end-to-end integrity of a web page’s DOM from delivering at a
server to the final display in a client’s browser. The novelty of our solu-
tion lies in exploiting subtle differences between browser extensions and
in-line JavaScript code in terms of their rights to access WebSocket chan-
nels, as well as leveraging the latest Web Crypto API support added in
modern browsers. We show how DOMtegrity prevents the earlier attacks
and a whole range of man-in-the-browser attacks that involve maliciously
changing the DOM structure of a web page. We conduct experiments
on more than 14,000 real-world extensions to evaluate the effectiveness of
DOMtegrity and its compatibility with existing extensions. To the best
of our knowledge, DOMtegrity is the first solution that effectively pro-
tects the integrity of DOM against malicious extensions without needing
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Tamper evident technologies are as old as the economy. They have evolved as the com-
merce progressed. From ancient times to the present, producers and service providers
have been trying to create a tampering-aware environment [187] for their products in
order to prevent physical tampering. Nowadays, tamper evident applications cover ar-
eas like brand protection, banknote and coinage security, sealing protection, passport
security, document anti-forgery and anti-counterfeiting packaging.
There have been various classical ways to protect a physical product against tam-
pering. The common purpose of these methods is to add a unique property to the
product in order to safeguard it against forgery and counterfeiting. In recent years,
the unique inherited features of a product (also known as substrate properties [5])
have been investigated, too. These features are extremely hard to clone since they
are randomly shaped during the manufacturing process [199]. In an effort to advance
in this field, Pappu et al. [156] proposed a cryptographic method to quantify the
inherited characteristics into a robust unique identifier to track the product.
In the digital era, the research and practice to prevent tampering extends to
cyber products (such as software), too. The need to protect software against possible
forgeries seems inevitable since hacking is common in the IT field.
Protection of cyber products against tampering usually does not have physical
dimensions and features. Cryptographic primitives have been widely used to build
protection mechanisms in order to ensure integrity, authenticity and security of the
delivery and execution of a software product to the end-users.
The current tamper protection mechanisms are not bullet-proof though. In the EU
alone, counterfeit products amount up to 85 billion EUR annually, which equals 5% of
all EU imports [147]. Business Software Alliance (BSA), a trade group that represents
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a number of world’s largest software makers, estimated the cost of software piracy is
about 9.1 billion USD only in the United States, 17% of all software purchases in the
US [30].
Other types of tampering crimes are on the rise, too. Valuable items such as
banknote, passport and other identity-related documents are facing the same threats.
Bank of England officially announced that the total number of detected counterfeit
banknotes in 2016 was 347000 (valued around £7.47 million pounds). The number of
the removed banknotes before entering financial transaction circulation was 6000. In
the first half of 2017, 237000 counterfeit banknotes have been reported (valued more
than £4.851 million pounds), all of them managed to enter financial transaction
circulation [13]. Also, the number of attempts to enter the UK with fake passports
has been rising from 2012 to 2015 [25]. The Syrian civil war has significantly increased
the fraudulent passport related crimes for immigration in Europe, UK and USA in
the past few years [194, 162].
Technological developments provide more opportunities for tampering attacks.
High-quality commodity printing devices available at affordable prices, in conjunc-
tion with freely available software tools to manipulate digital images, encouraged
amateurs to commit counterfeiting and forging. These exercises make detection more
challenging since they are ah-hoc and geographically distributed. [5].
Meanwhile, cyber-security related crimes are on the rise too. Pricewaterhouse
Coopers (P.W.C.), one of the world’s leading business consultants, reported a sharp
rise in these crimes from 2016 to 2017, jumping from 4th to 2nd place among the
most-reported types of economic crimes [165]. Official surveys for England and Wales
announced 3.4 million cases of computer fraud in 2017 alone [54].
Meanwhile, the tampering aware solutions need to develop as different types of
attacks evolve. Hence, the need for new proposals for more modern tampering protec-
tion solutions is urgent. This dissertation concentrates on developing new techniques
to detect tampering in both the physical and cyber domains.
In the physical domain, we focus on preventing the counterfeiting of a paper
document. It is especially an interesting case study because the paper sheets are still
widely utilized in our everyday life, e.g. legal documents, paper forms, banknotes
and certificates. In fact, recent reports by De La Rue (leading corporation in printing
banknote and passports worldwide) predicted that demand for banknotes to rise by
3-4% a year in the foreseeable future [193]. This happens in spite of the rise in digital
money and crypto-currencies like Bitcoin.
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In the cyber domain, we propose a solution to detect modifications of a web
page by malicious browser extensions. Browser extensions enjoy more privileges than
regular web pages in the browser. Consequently, clandestine modification of the web
page is possible without being detected. Previous research suggests various types of
defensive mechanisms to contain malicious extensions; however, they did not deter the
extension’s threat completely. Kaspersky, McAfee and Symantec included malicious
extensions as a top online threat in their annual security reports in 2016 [189, 106, 96].
1.2 Contributions
In this section, we have summarized our contributions in this dissertation.
1. We provide an overview of the existing approaches in tamper-evident solutions
both in the physical and cyber domains. In each domain, we categorize the
research and practice and discuss the challenges.
2. In detecting tampering in the physical domain, we contribute the following:
• We revisit paper fingerprinting and propose to use the textural patterns
revealed by passing light through a paper sheet as a reliable source for
extracting a fingerprint, as opposed to previous measures which are based
on paper surface imperfections.
• We design an efficient paper fingerprinting algorithm based on error cor-
rection code and image processing techniques, and carry out experiments
to show that our method can be used to efficiently extract a reliable and
unique fingerprint using a photo taken by an off-the-shelf camera. Our
proposed method is feasible and inexpensive to deploy in practice.
• We conduct further experiments to demonstrate that our paper finger-
printing method is robust against: (a) non-ideal photo capturing settings
such as when the paper is rotated and the light source is changed, and (b)
non-ideal paper handling situations such as crumpling, soaking, heating
and scribbling on the surface.
3. In detecting tampering in the cyber domain, our contributions are as follows:
• We propose DOMtegrity, a cryptographic protocol to protect end-to-end
integrity of a web page’s DOM from the point of delivery at a server to the
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final display in a client’s browser. This is the first solution that works with
the standard browser extension architecture without needing any external
hardware.
• We present an efficient implementation of DOMtegrity, using JavaScript
on the client side and Node.js on the server side, and demonstrate that
the proposed solution is efficient and only adds a small overhead to the
computation load and communication bandwidth.
• As part of the evaluation, we implement two attacks on real-world online
banking systems (HSBC and Barclays) to show how a malicious exten-
sion can compromise the security of the user’s bank account, and how
DOMtegrity can prevent such attacks as well as other man-in-the-browser
(MITB) attacks that involve maliciously changing the DOM structure of
a web page.
1.3 Thesis Outline
in Chapter 2, we will discuss the state-of-the-art research and practice in tamper
evident solutions. We categorize the contents of this chapter into two main classes:
physical and cyber domains. In each domain, we will review the existing solutions
and discuss the challenges.
In Chapter 3, we will discuss our proposed tamper evident solution for paper
fingerprinting. We will review the previous research, and explain their strengths
and shortcomings. We will introduce our proposed solution and provide a robust
evaluation framework. Finally, we will perform extensive experiments to support our
proposed method and analyse different security aspects of it.
In Chapter 4, we will introduce our solution for web integrity. We will present
an introduction to the previous literature. Next, we will propose our protocol to
ensure the integrity of a web page in a client’s browser in the presence of a malicious
browser extension. We name our solution “DOMtegrity”. Finally, we will evaluate
effectiveness of DOMtegrity against malicious extensions in different attack scenarios.




In this chapter, we discuss the current methods of providing tamper evidence in
physical and cyber domains. In physical tamper evidence, we identify three trends in
current research: Unique Objects, Physical Unclonable Objects and Security Print-
ing. In the cyber tamper evidence, we overview software source code protection
mechanisms in detail and, then discuss other trends in providing tamper evidence for
software.
2.1 Overview
Definition. Oxford dictionary defines the word tamper as “to meddle or interfere
with (a thing) so as to misuse, alter, corrupt, or pervert it” [152]. These modifications
usually occur insidiously by individuals, rival organizations or hostile governments.
Also, the attacker (tamperer) does not have permission to perform such alterations.
These modifications can happen in any stage of the product’s life cycle, i.e. providing
the production materials, manufacturing process, retails and consumption [119].
Generally, forgery is the illegal act of producing a fabricated product with the
purpose of convincing a victim of its authenticity. Criminals intend to implement
forgery in various illegitimate ways such as counterfeiting and tampering. However,
one needs to clarify the distinction between these terms. Products sidetracked from
their proper distribution channel, or sold past their expiry date, or by modification of
the package are associated with counterfeiting [148]. Counterfeits are unauthorized
reproductions of a trademarked brand, which are closely similar or identical to genuine
articles [52]. The core strategy of counterfeiting is based on “a fake (typically a
crude one) is made outside of the manufacturing plant using new seals, used parts or
completely original materials [177]”. In contrast, tampering would solely concentrate
on modification of an authentic product for the purpose of forgery-related crimes. A
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solution might protect a product from counterfeiting, tampering or both at the same
time; however, in the context of this dissertation, we would address only tampering
aspect of our proposed solutions.
Protection against tampering involve either tamper evident or tamper resistant
methods. The former reveals modifications and the latter prevents them. In this
dissertation we will focus on tamper evident technologies.
Tamper evident is a property which is “designed to make obvious any improper
interference with a product (esp. food stuff or medicine) before sale” [153]. Tamper
evident, a.k.a. tamper-indicating, solutions are mechanisms that disclose any mali-
cious modification to an object. These solutions have direct application in sealing and
secure packaging (such as the pharmaceutical product packaging, see Figure 2.1(a)).
They are also exploited in printing and anti-counterfeiting solutions (such as ban-
knotes and passport protection, see Figure 2.1(b)).
Furthermore, protecting a product from forging requires a mechanism to verify
whether the product is authentic or not (authentication). One of the common methods
to provide such verification is to consider one or more unique, unclonable features for
the product (fingerprints) [198]. The fingerprint can be embedded or attached to the
product. Tamper evident solutions would protect the integrity of the fingerprint by
preventing attackers to profit by either repacking or reselling of the products [177]. In
the context of this dissertation, we would propose solutions to verify the authenticity
and integrity of such fingerprint in both physical and cyber domains.
The growth of digital information has led to the employment of tamper evident
application to software products, too. Information technology companies require to
protect their data, source code and packaging against cyber forms of tampering.
Mechanisms to protect software against piracy (like licensing methods), file modifica-
tions (like digital watermarks) and network tampering (like TLS/SSL protocol) are
all real-world instances of cyber tamper evidence technologies.
Many products that we use in everyday life need to be protected against tam-
pering. However, since complete tamper proofing is extremely difficult to achieve [5,
p. 434], more solutions are focused just on making these items tamper evident. This
seems to be a more realistic approach since it fulfils such protection in a less sophis-
ticated way.
Tamper evident solutions need constant adaptation to the latest tampering at-
tacks. Investment in tamper evident solutions is specially beneficial to producers
and service providers because counterfeiting products impose heavy revenue losses to
them. Forgery related crimes account for as much as $461 billion annually worldwide
6
(a) Tamper evident sealing of a medical
product.
(b) Anti-counterfeiting solutions printed on
a polymer £5 banknote.
Figure 2.1: Examples of real-world physical tamper evident technology practices.
in 2013, up to 2.5% of the total world trade [147]. Hence, for instance, the banknote
printing system gets updated every few years to make the banknotes resistant against
new trends of such crimes [5, p. 441].
2.2 Tamper Evident Security Considerations
Threat Model. IBM classifies attackers to a tamper-aware solution based on the
level of experience and access to sophisticated equipment. This classification has been
first proposed in the design documentation of their tamper resistant chip, IBM 4758
crypto-processor [1], as follows:
• Clever Outsiders: they are intelligent people with limited knowledge about
the design. Their access to sophisticated equipment is also limited. Most of the
times, they try to leverage the shortcomings in the design.
• Knowledgeable Insiders: they have enough knowledge and experience to
defeat the tamper evident design; however, they do not have complete under-
standing of the system. Since they are insiders, they have potential access to
many parts of the solution. They are equipped with sophisticated instruments
and analysis power.
• Funded Organizations: they are able to systematically target the design
with extensive support from experts. They have enough funding and resources
to perform the most advanced analysis of the system. Furthermore, They can
recruit knowledgeable insiders as a part of their team.
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Each tamper evident design aims to target protection against a subset of the
above attackers. The Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) provides a
certification scheme to measure the degree of protection in secure chip designs [39].
They have four levels of protection standard. Level 4 is the most secure design that
protects users from funded organization.
Inspections. Every tamper evident solution requires a detailed inspection frame-
work, too. Solution designers should consider different methods to help an inspector
spot tampering seamlessly. For example, examining a banknote watermark usually
aims for amateur inspector whereas the embedded UV patterns in a banknote could
help more careful investigation.
The inspection of a product is a balanced approach toward time, budget, equip-
ment and accuracy. The inspector’s personality influences the level of engagement in
the inspection, too. Also, the inspectors vary widely based on their motivation. For
example, a supermarket salesman who inspects a banknote, usually tends to accept
it and thus, he performs the inspection more carelessly than a bank clerk [5, p. 437].
Van Renesse [210] divided tampering inspection into three categories:
1. Primary: This type of inspection is performed by an inexperienced, un-
trained person. In most cases, the motivation for inspection is to accept an
unreliable item. Thus the inspector tends to perform a slight quick observation
and possibly would decide to pass it.
2. Secondary: This type of inspection is performed by experienced, motivated
person e.g. a bank teller to vet a suspicious banknote. He might possess a special
equipment to inspect the item. However, his equipment would be limited in
value and bulk. Usually, criminals target secondary-level inspections [5, p. 437].
3. Tertiary: This category is only performed in special laboratories such as
manufacturer’s or governmental offices. The designers of the tamper-evident
technologies might be available for consultation. They are equipped with so-
phisticated and modern inspection equipment.
Solution Design. Designers should realistically assess the purpose and lim-
itations of a tamper evident solution. There have been a lot of occasions for over-
believing in a tamper evident solution. For example, the British banknote designers
in the 90s introduced a metal strip passed over and through the banknote paper body.
They assumed their proposed solution was invincible. However, criminals managed
to create a perception of the same approach by pasting metal pieces on a banknote
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Figure 2.2: Metal strip on a British pound banknote. Forgers managed to apply a
combination of metallic patches and painting to counterfeit the older version of such
banknotes successfully. Presentation of the vulnerable banknote is not possible due
to legal restrictions.
surface and painting the rest. At the time that the criminals were caught, they al-
ready managed to produce tens of millions of pounds worth of notes over a period of
several years [49], see Figure 2.2.
No single solution is enough to provide a bullet-proof tamper evidence; therefore,
usually multiple approaches are implemented together to reduce the risk of a successful
attacker. However, such strategy can only extend the amount of time required for
a successful tampering attack. Meanwhile, the designers should focus on updating
their solutions before the attackers would be able to defeat them.
In this thesis, we consider the case of adversaries that are either clever outsider or
knowledgeable insider with access to primary and secondary inspection equipment.
2.3 Physical Tamper Evident Protections
In this section, we explain the new trends in physical tamper evident solutions. They
are designed to physically protect a product from malicious modifications. Physical
tamper evidence solutions date back to Sumerian civilization in around 3000 B.C.
In recent years, a new tamper evident approach has emerged in the literature
that focuses on the inherent, random properties of physical objects as unclonability
measure. The two more important classes of such disorder-based security systems are
Unique Objects (UNOs) and Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs).
On the other hand, modern tamper evident solutions in the industry are a com-
bination of advanced physical and chemical procedures. The most prominent set
of solutions is regarded as security printing. These techniques enable industrialized
manufacturing of tamper evident seals, secure documents and packagings. Security
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printing is an expensive process that requires special equipment. Its costly procedure
makes it economically profitable when it is exploited in large scales, since it makes
counterfeiting infeasible [207].
In recent years, the industry’s focus on 3D printing enabled the embedding of
inherent properties to a product [122]. So far, such efforts have not been fruitful in
larger commercial scales yet. Moreover, the tamper evident sealing faces existential
threat since the current solutions are too easy to defeat [101]. “Electronic seals”
mean to preserve the reliable features of current sealing while adding electronic com-
ponents to overcome the weaknesses. Jackson [101] argues that the most important
downside of traditional sealing is the lack of detection of unauthorized access, as he
called “alarm condition”. The combination of security printing techniques, secure
storage of cryptographic keys and unique properties of seals is likely to shape into
next generation of stronger packaging solutions. The increasing number of start-ups
active in PUF and anti-counterfeiting technologies as well as the increasing interest of
venture capitalists to invest on them, suggests we should expect to see more practical
evolutions in current tamper-evident technologies in our everyday lives.
2.3.1 Unique Objects
A Unique Object is a physical system that shows a set of small, persistent analogue
properties that can be measured by external equipment. Such properties would not
be similar to any other samples of the same object [170]. They are also addressed as
fingerprint of the object in the literature.
Ru¨hrmair et al. [170] discussed a unique object should have the following proper-
ties:
1. Disorder: The fingerprint should be based on the unique disorder that belongs
only to the object itself.
2. Operability: The fingerprint must be sufficiently persistent over time. Therefore,
it should be robust against ageing and some environmental hardships. In other
words, it should be repeatable in different circumstances.
3. Unclonability: It must be extremely expensive or impractical for an entity (man-
ufacturer, governments and more common bodies with limited resources) to
produce another object with the exact properties as the unique object.
Types of UNOs. One well-known category of UNOs is called Sprayed Random
Surfaces. In this approach, a unique liquid substance is sprayed on an object and
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rests until it is solid. The hardened substance shapes a random unique pattern that
is considered as the fingerprint of the object. Inspectors use these unique random
patterns on the object for verification.
Sprayed random surfaces have been used to protect nuclear weapon treaties during
the cold war [170, 73]. The inspectors sprayed a layer of light reflective material on
the nuclear missiles. When exposed to light, the random scattering of light from
the surface of this substance would generate a unique pattern. During inspections,
a trusted device was used to measure these illuminations and verify whether the
missile is genuine or not. Such measuring was performed under strict regulations
and supervision of different international authoritative bodies and therefore, they did
not consider attacks such as impersonation during the remote authentication of the
scattered surface in their threat models.
Another category of UNOs is regarded as Fibre-Based Random Surfaces which
relies on randomly distributed fibres in a solid-state object. For example, bank cards
carry a thin substrate that is measured by a magnetic reader [26]. Simmons [179] were
the first to suggest combination of fibre-based unique objects and digital signature
for off-line verification of the labels. The authors of [183, 140] proposed the creation
of unforgeable postal stamps and document authentication from random fibres and
digital signatures.
The use of randomly scattered fibres inside a fixing matrix is another approach in
fibre-based random surface solutions [60, 109, 42, 33]. One example involves scattering
light-sensitive objects inside a transparent gluing material, so that they can be fixed
to the object. When illuminated, the fibres would light up and their locations would
be the unique feature by which the object is verified with [109, 42].
Applications of UNOs. The most prominent application of UNOs is to label
valuable items such as banknotes, passports, bank cards, access tokens, etc. [170].
Such protection against tampering would provide a ground to authenticate them for
different purposes such as anti-counterfeiting or tracking.
Moreover, these labels could ensure if a product is genuine , and so provide brand
protection and reduce losses caused by counterfeiting. This solution can be imple-
mented by various mechanisms [170], as follows:
• Centralized Verification: The product contains measurable characteristics ei-
ther by attaching a unique object or using its own inherited properties. This
fingerprint is stored in a central database. Later, it can be verified by cross
comparison between the newly measured fingerprint and the ones stored in the
database.
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• Certificate of Authority (COA): This method has been proposed in [179, 60,
111]. In this approach, the fingerprint information is stored directly on the
item, ie. via a printed barcode. The COA includes numerical encoding of the
fingerprint, error-correction codes, item-related information (such as the ori-
gin of the producer of the item) together with a digital signature of all the
information. Verification is done off-line by measuring the fingerprint with a
trusted device and then checking whether the two fingerprints match. The ver-
ifier should check the validity of the digital signature to ensure the authenticity
of other information printed via the barcode.
UNOs have security features that make them important in providing tamper ev-
idence. The first feature is by nature, UNOs have no secret. Everything related to
them is public; however, unclonable. On the other hand, UNOs are structurally sen-
sitive to modifications. The unique measured fingerprint from a UNO is affected by
alternations to its inner structure [170].
In the literature, the concept and terms unique objects and non-electric PUF (which
will be discussed later) are used interchangeably. The dominant approach is to con-
sider UNOs as a type of PUF [132]. On the other hand, some researchers consider
PUF only electronic so they differentiate between the two [170]. In our thesis we
prefer to follow the dominant approach and consider UNOs as a type of PUF.
2.3.2 Physical Unclonable Functions
It is becoming increasingly important to authenticate physical objects. The universal-
spread network of computers, mobiles, tablets and now more common things is a
significant part of everyone’s ordinary life and thus, accurate identification of all
these connected objects is important. In the same way as humans, objects can be
authenticated based on their physical characteristics. Such authentication mechanism
would distinguish genuine objects from tampered or counterfeit ones.
The first method for measuring unique object features for purpose of authen-
tication was proposed by Wienser in late 1960’s [18, 222]. He suggested an anti-
counterfeiting method that utilized the no-cloning theorem of quantum physics. This
theorem proves that it is impossible to duplicate an unknown quantum state with
a high probability of success. He suggested to equip an item with quantum system
in a way that is only known to the issuer. Consequently, one can be confident that
an attacker is unable to clone the object, but the issuer would still be able to verify
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its authenticity. His proposed method was theoretically correct; however, it is not
possible to maintain a persistent quantum state for a long time [199].
In 1991, a revolutionary idea was proposed by Simmons [180]. Previously, the anti-
counterfeiting marks embedded inside an object were manufactured in the same size.
Simmons argued it would not protect the object against tampering and counterfeiting
since the protection mechanism is predictable. Instead, he suggested any solution
needs to consider unique, irreproducible physical features. He also proposed to use
digital signatures to sign the record of random physical features.
In 2001, Pappu [159] proposed the idea of PUF for the first time. Physical Unclon-
able Functions (PUFs) are physical objects that are inherently unclonable because
they contain many random components that are extremely hard to replicate. Other
terminologies such as Physical Random Functions or Physical One-Way Functions
are used to refer to PUFs as well [199]. They are also called Challenge Response
Pairs (CRP) in the literature [199].
PUFs map challenges to responses [199]. A challenge is the action that invokes the
PUF and a response is the reaction that is received from it. This reaction, however, is
subject to noise and is slightly different each time. The term function in PUF refers
to the idea that such response is the result of a function that accepts the challenge
as an input argument, which resembles the notion of a mathematical function.
The response is considered as a unique identifier for the PUF. Thus, its cor-
rect acquisition is critical for successful authentication. Unfortunately, this is not a
straight-forward process [199]. The first challenge is to measure the unique physical
property of the object. Such measurement is unavoidably noisy due to various reasons
such as humidity variations, human errors, noise in measurement equipment, small
damages to the measured object and so on. The other challenge is how to store the
unique physical property. In case of human biometrics, such information has a sensi-
tive aspect, concerning the privacy of a human being. Likewise, encrypted storage of
physical object’s characteristics is necessary because it may reveal secret structures of
the object. However, the noisy measurement process prevents a reliable verification
of the newly measured unique physical property with the stored encrypted one.
This unclonable uniqueness can be applied to anti-counterfeiting. If a PUF-based
component is embedded into a device, it will make it unclonable. The challenge-
response behaviour of PUF significantly changes if it gets damaged or modified, e.g.
by an attacker. PUFs can be used in secure key storage in which the response is
considered as the secure key [200, 75]. In this application, the response is acquired
temporarily by impulsing the PUF module.
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Pappu [159] defined PUF with four principles in a challenge-response environment:
1. The object should accept a large set of challenges and provide unpredictable
responses.
2. The object should be extremely hard to clone physically.
3. Modelling the challenge-response dynamics should be mathematically difficult.
4. The physical structure of the object must be hard to characterize.
Tulys et al. [199] discuss how each of the above principles can assure one aspect
of the physical protection. The first property ensures randomness, the second refers
to physical unclonability, the third defines mathematical unclonability and the fourth
prevents a potential attacker from replicating the behaviour of PUF by using a simu-
lator. A PUF object based on such definition is highly complex. To satisfy the second
principle, the production process must be fundamentally uncontrollable. To satisfy
the first and third principles, the response must be sensitive to small modifications
to the object’s inherent structure. Finally, the principle four is only satisfied when
the object is hard to scrutinize.
There have been numerous proposals in academia and industry regarding the
applications of PUFs. In [163], the authors propose a tamper evident integrated
circuit (IC) with a unique identifier based on active coating. The IC is covered with
a layer of conductors and insulators. The sensors inside the IC analyse the coating
and generate a binary string. If there is a change in the binary string, it would be
interpreted into modifications in the coating. This concept was later developed by
Tuyls et al. [201]. They invented the term “coating PUF” and showed how a secure
key could be derived from the coating.
Pappu et al. [159, 157] proposed a three-dimensional optical structure with ran-
domly positioned transparent components in 2001. When it is exposed to laser beams,
the reflection of the light would result in a random pattern of bright and dark ar-
eas, which are called speckles. Speckles have been used in paper sheet identification,
too [178]. Sharma et al. [178] measured the generated speckle patterns from a pa-
per sheet surface with a pluggable USB digital microscope. We will explain their
approach in Section 3.2 in more detail.
In 2002, Gassend et al. [67] introduced the concept of silicon PUFs. It is based on
the fact that during the manufacturing process of an IC, there are inevitable slight
differences among circuits. These variations do not harm the operation of the ICs,
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while they constitute a source of randomness. In this case, the challenge is a choice
of a certain path on an IC, and the response is the delay time of signal transmission
through it. This delay is the sum of all delays in the wires and logic gates alongside
the path.
Static RAM (SRAM) PUFs were proposed in 2007 [76]. Similar to silicon PUFs,
they are based on the random manufacturing variations. SRAM consists of memory
cells. They enter into an uncertain state when the SRAM is switched on. Conse-
quently, a cell initiates with either “0” or “1” state, depending on the exact charac-
teristics of the cell. Therefore, a freshly switched-on SRAM is challenged by choosing
certain memory addresses and the response would be the returned binary values.
Types of PUF. The nature of the challenge-response pair varies in different
PUFs. Some PUFs generate a limited number of challenge-response pairs, called as
weak PUFs in the literature [170]. In contrast, PUFs with complex challenge-response
behaviour are called strong PUFs [170].
Another form of categorization classifies the PUFs based on the object charac-
teristics that are inherent with them. Maes et al. [132] have categorized them as
follows:
• Non-electric PUFs: These structures are the ones with PUF-like properties but
they are not inherently electrical. However, the challenge-response for them is
measured by electrical techniques. They are categorized into optical PUFs [159,
157, 182, 203, 94, 69, 204], paper PUFs [15, 53, 32, 33], CD PUFs [84], Radio
Frequency(RF)-DNA [61], magnetic PUFs [95, 133], acoustical PUFs [211].
• Analogue Electronic PUFs: In this category, the basic measurements of an
electric or electronic quality of a PUF is done by analogue methods. These
PUFs are as follows: Threshold Voltage (Vt) PUF [125], power distribution
PUF [88], coating PUF [200, 181] and LC PUF [77].
• Intrinsic PUFs: All PUFs in this category are embedded inside integrated
circuits.Thy are divided into two main classes: delay-based intrinsic PUFs and
memory-based intrinsic PUFs. The former include arbiter PUFs [120, 117, 68,
136, 171, 154, 155, 91] and ring oscillator PUFs [67, 69, 188] and the later
SRAM PUFs [75, 90], butterfly PUFs [75, 115], latch PUFs [186] and flip-flop
PUFs [129].
Challenges. There are various applications for PUF objects in the literature,
including authentication [67, 157], secure key storage [200, 75], key exchange [206, 29],
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digital rights management [47, 84] and tamper-protection [85, 200]. The emerging
inter-connected devices known as Internet of Things (IoT) create more motivation to
integrate these applications into practice [82, 224].
Armknecht et al. [10] categorized the PUF research topics into three classes:
• Hardware Level : Discovering or designing new hardware with PUF princi-
ples [67, 76, 107, 113, 130, 159].
• Protocol Design: Applying PUFs as building blocks for designing new crypto-
graphic protocols [24, 29, 35, 86, 131, 137, 172, 202].
• Modelling Level : Investigating the behaviour of PUF and modelling its secu-
rity [8, 9, 29, 67, 76, 150, 159].
There are various challenges to implementing PUF in real-world applications.
Hence, there is more focus on addressing the implementation problems. A PUF is
similar to biometrics in many aspects. Likewise, when a PUF response is measured,
it is prone to measurement noises. Therefore, it is hard to use current cryptographic
primitives for the acquired noisy response. Dedicated measurements, specialized sig-
nal processing and quantization techniques could be developed to handle such noises.
Moreover, the use of proper error-correction techniques must be considered, so as to
reduce the effects as much as possible. However, this introduces another set of prob-
lems because external side-information (redundant data) should be stored outside the
PUF in an insecure environment. Such exposure might leak information about the
PUF itself. This is very similar to biometric in terms of combining it with cryp-
tography; however, there is one vital difference. PUFs, unlike biometrics, have the
advantage of freedom in design by nature which would make it possible to increase
randomness or create fresh new objects to overcome data leakage [199].
One of the major problems in PUF modelling is the diversity of PUF types. This
variety leads to various security models and definitions which might not be applicable
generically to other types. Armknecht et al. [10] proposed a super-model for security
of PUF, and managed to include different types of PUFs in their modelling.
Furthermore, there have been different evaluation frameworks for PUFs. Maiti et
al. [134] collected several evaluation frameworks and proposed a unified scheme that
included all aspects of a PUF. It provides a foundation to compare different PUF
objects more effectively.
Another current challenge with PUF is the expenses of mass-production [199].
Practical applications of PUFs need to be inexpensive to manufacture. At the same
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time, it should be feasible to read PUF responses with conventional readers or low-cost
dedicated devices.
On the other hand, PUFs are similar to side-channel attacks in many ways [199].
Therefore, in real-world threat models, they might be prone to engineering attacks
that target physical implementations. The security design of a PUF should carefully
consider different categories of attackers with diverse skills and resources.
2.3.3 Security Printing
Security printing is not a single method. Instead, it is a concept that involves various
techniques. Each of them is designed to make counterfeiting, forging or tampering
harder for the criminals in a specific way.
Securely implementing the security printing solutions has two important aspects.
First, it requires using special materials that are hard to acquire. Second, it requires
accurately measured printing. Security printing techniques are generally used to
authenticate a genuine product from its counterfeits [119].
Security Printing Types. There are two major technologies involved in
security printing: covert and overt [119]. Overt technologies are visible to the naked
eye. Therefore, the product can be authenticated visually and the verification can
be performed by ordinary users. However, the inspection process requires a trained
verifier. Moreover, applying these techniques imposes expensive procedures in the
supply chain. Some of the more well-known overt technologies are holograms, colour-
shifting inks, security threads and watermarks.
In contrast, covert technologies are hidden within the product. They do not need
to be verifiable by everyone. Instead, the brand owner is mostly the only one who
examines them. Moreover, they are not known to the general public, including the
potential attackers. Consequently, these techniques need to be easy to implement
and cheap to maintain. The downside of the covert methods is that once they are
revealed, preventing the replication becomes difficult. Popular covert technologies
include security packaging papers, security inks, UV ink, thermochromic ink, digital
watermarks, screen printing, flexographic printing and imprinting and so on.
Banknotes are a perfect example of an item carrying state-of-the-art security print-
ing techniques. Typically, each modern banknote design includes at least 20 types
of security features that are not disclosed to the general public [5, p. 441]. Some
of these features are known to bank staff or secondary inspectors. However, these
features usually leak to the criminals within a few years. Thus, it leads governments
to develop new designs every few years.
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There are many security printing methods in the industry. However, substrate-
based features can be considered as one of the dominant techniques in the field. These
features are directly embedded into the product structure during the manufacturing
process. For example, special papers are manufactured for banknotes by cotton fibres
strongly woven together and randomly scattered Ultra-Violet (UV)-sensitive particles
which glitter when exposed to UV emanations.
One of the oldest and most renowned forms of substrate-based security printing
is the watermarks. This is a recognizable image or pattern that appears lighter or
darker than the surrounding patterns when the object is exposed to light. This type
of watermark is sometimes called multi-toner since it varies in tone and can produce
complex images with multiple greyness levels.
In another type of substrate-based security solution, special fibres are embedded
inside the object during the manufacturing process. They are considered as overt
security features and usually, have invisible colours that glitter when exposed to UV
light. Security fibres are often utilized in addition to watermarks. Other forms of
this category such as magnetic watermarks, which are randomly scattered magnetic
fibres, are also used [5, p. 439].
Another group of methods utilize the absence of brighteners in the object’s body.
For example, banknote paper must be UV-dull which means the paper is free from
optical brightening particles. This feature is applied along with other security printing
techniques such as florescent inks or embedded UV-sensitive fibres.
Security threads are another form of substrate feature. In this method, a metal
thread is embedded in the paper or product. Depending on the type of metal, the
presence of this thread can be checked with the naked eye, using florescent light,
optical effects, or machines. When introduced in banknotes, forging this mechanism
was thought to be impossible; however, a clever criminal gang came up with a simple
way to trick the ordinary users. They printed patterns of the thread on the banknote
in a way that it gave the impression of being inside the banknote texture [49].
Challenges. Security printing faces some challenges as technology evolves. Al-
though modern technologies would make security printing more accurate and robust,
it also gives the criminals more opportunities to attack. The widespread utilization
of commodity printers and their improving accuracy and capabilities has resulted in
the emergence of a new wave of amateur tamperers [5, p. 436]. This category of
attackers are harder to spot for governments since they normally operate on a small
scale and the circulation of their products is limited. Overall, the rise of possible
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threats motivates security printing solutions to evolve at the same pace as the crim-
inals. As a response, security printing industry shifts to contain digital technologies
added to their common security printing techniques [19]. For instance, the new gen-
eration of banknotes carries an invisible digital copyright watermark that would help
vending machines to detect genuine banknote by processing the digital image taken
from it [74]. Optical document security [210] refers to the solutions that combine
security printing and computer vision algorithms. They aim to deter counterfeiting
and tampering by these emerging attackers more effectively.
Meruga et al. [139] proposed a covert security ink based method to print QR
codes that are not visible under ambient light. They proposed a combination for
security ink that makes the printing more secure against counterfeiting. In their ex-
periments, when beamed with infrared laser, the relevant QR code that is printed
with their security ink could be examined for tampering by a mobile phone. Gyrnik
et al. [71] discussed that the new trends in security printing are still vulnerable against
attacks in many ways. Therefore, they proposed a new system that is combination
of analogue document protection methods such as optical holography with digital
machine readable ones like computer generated holograms. Then, they created quasi-
random machine-readable images. Recording and verification of their special security
measurement is done by combined optical and electronic sub-micrometer technology
devices. Luciani et al. [126] introduced a multiple-level technique to investigate avail-
ability of “Optically Variable Device (OVD)” in an object. They used their method to
analyse complete holographic images with various kinetic and dynamic effects. They
used positive and negative photo-resist and diffraction gratings in their design. Kiuchi
et al. [112] developed an algorithm to analyse security printing lines. They performed
a robust frequency-domain analysis on the lines that are printed by different security
printing techniques. Other similar research papers include [3, 118, 23].
Finally, other research on proposing different variations of security inks with di-
verse characteristics and sensitiveness can be found in [221, 218, 80, 114]. These
methods are mainly focused on making the manufacturing of the ink harder for an
attacker, or making the verification easier for verifiers.
2.4 Cyber Tamper-Evident Solutions
The popularity of software products has prompted IT companies to invent various
ways to protect them. This protection, however, is not straightforward. First, com-
panies need to combat illegal copying of their product, a.k.a. copy protection mech-
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anisms. They also need to make their product packages tamper evident to assure
buyers that they are purchasing genuine products. Finally, the growing size and com-
plexity of the software source code, increase the risk of unintentional security flaws.
All these threats have motivated IT companies to propose various architectures, pro-
tocols and cryptographic solutions to ensure the security, authenticity and integrity
of their resources and products.
2.4.1 Source Code Protection
One of the most important challenges for software vendors is to protect their source
code from different adversaries. No one can perfectly protect a source code from
malicious activities – the attacker needs only one weakness to defeat the whole system.
Even, in more sensitive cases, the companies should not trust the compilers for their
software development [195]. Moreover, there has been numerous examples in which a
source code gets tampered by unknown attackers or even trusted users. Big software
including openSSH, IRC, PhPMyAdmin and even Linux Kernel have already been
subject to source code tampering.
Protection against insiders. In practice, apart from imposing legal obligations
on their employees, there is not much a company can do to protect their source code
from malicious insiders. Companies tend to rely more on version controlling protocols
like Git and SVM than on protecting their source code from their staff. Also, version
controlling protocols do not guarantee to keep the source code safe. However, tools
for constant static and dynamic analysis of the source code can help. Using hash
digest can be another solution to ensure source code integrity. Some physical tamper
proof storages devices such as Full Disk Encryption (FDE) drives can reassure the
owners about the integrity of their data, too.
Protection against outsiders. Protection against software tampering by
outsiders mainly relies on two categories of solutions [197]: hardware and software
based. In the first category, a secure trusted hardware executes the code. Informa-
tion technology giants attempted to design trusted hardware platform in recent years.
For example, Microsoft heavily invested in a project called Palladium (later changed
to Next-Generation Secure Computing Base or NGSCB) to develop a “trusted sys-
tem” [160]. Microsoft has not released NGSCB officially, yet. However, Boneh et
al. [28] demonstrated that such systems are still vulnerable to timing attacks.
In another category, the protection mechanism relies on a software-based solution
to ensure the security of the execution environment and the source code. We will
focus on the software-based approach in this dissertation.
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Software-based source code protection methods. Collberg et al. [51] rec-
ognized three major attacks on the source code level: Reverse engineering, software
piracy and software tampering. They surveyed existing research on defensive mech-
anisms for each one of these attacks. A defence against reverse engineering is code
obfuscation [50, 51]. In this method, the source code is modified in a way that is not
readable by attackers, yet the code can still perform its intended tasks. A defence
against software piracy is digital watermarking [51] where the origin of the software is
embedded inside it secretly. One can verify this watermark to determine the authen-
ticity of the source code. A defence against software tampering is tamper-proofing.
This makes the source code sensitive to any unauthorized modification. The source
code becomes non-functional when a modification is detected. In this section, we
focus on tamper-proof mechanisms.
Software tampering-proofing mechanisms. Tamper-proof program module
is a part of the software source code that is responsible for detecting or preventing
tampering attacks [51]. The challenge to develop and implement any tamper-proof
solution is that the part of the program (P) which is responsible to handle a tampering
situation is also accessible to the attacker, as it is part of P in the first place.
The detection of tampering in a software program is a challenge, too. There
are various scenarios that source code P should be protected from tampering. For
example, P can be infected with a computer virus that modifies the code.
A tampering-proof program should contain two major parts [51]: First, it should
detect if the program has been modified. Second, it should respond to these modifi-
cations accordingly. Ideally, these two phases should be spread randomly over time
and space to confuse a potential attacker [51].
Tampering detection. Collberg et al. introduced three strategies to detect
tampering in software [51]:
• Manual examination of the source code to detect any inconsistency with the
original source code. One can compare the hash digests of source codes to make
the comparison faster and more efficient.
• Examination of the validity of the output produced by the code. This technique
is known as program checking [20, 21, 22, 65, 168, 169, 220].
• Generation of the executables on the fly in the hope that minor changes in the
code would result into noticeable differences in the final output. This category
uses what are called self-checksumming techniques [40, 145, 44, 64, 40, 92].
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The first approach is usually practised in the more common software products
where security and code integrity is not the main concern. In the open-source com-
munity, where the source code is publicly available, SHA1 and MD5 digests of all
published files are automatically generated and verified by major open-source down-
load repositories such as sourceForge.com [185].
In the second approach, the software architect defines a set of testing suites [220].
A testing suite is a carefully designed collection of inputs to identify bugs and tam-
pering in the performance of the program. It functions based on inputting a test suite
to the program, then comparing its output with the expected output.
Selection of a correct testing suite is a challenge though. First, it should be verified
to contain a correct set of input/output pairs, second, it should comprehensively cover
all the components of the software and third, it should consider different aspects of
the program performance such as delay time, resource consumption and so on.
Blum et al. [20] proposed simple-checkers for the testing suite. They considered
an input/output pair should be computed in a determined amount of time. Thus,
they formalized their method to consider an upper-bound to the output computation
delay, too. If output is delayed more than the expected time, it is considered as fail,
regardless of the correctness of the output.
The third approach has been first proposed by Aucsmith et al. [64, 11]. They called
their method “content protection architecture”. In their method, a program breaks
into various partitions and each of them is individually encrypted. The program
is executed by decrypting and jumping to partitions based on a sequence that is
randomly generated. After execution of each partition, it is re-encrypted. Thus,
only the running partition is in plain-text at any time. If that partition is tampered
with, then the output of the program would ultimately be different. Furthermore, by
tracking the outputs of each partition, one can detect which one is being tampered
with.
Another self-checksumming technique is proposed by Chang et al. [40]. This
method is called “guarding”. It uses guards to repair the tampered parts when de-
tected. Chen et al [44] proposed a method called “oblivious hashing (OH)”. This ap-
proach employs hash-based values to verify the integrity of software. In this method,
a certain runtime value is selected and its checksum is calculated and verified.
Self-checksumming approaches are not suitable for all programming languages [51].
Furthermore, it imposes a large execution overhead on the protected program [11].
In recent years, another approach has emerged in the source code tamper evident
research called code encryption. In this category, as the name implies, the source
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code is encrypted with special cryptographic primitives [36, 37]. Some tamper proof
solutions use white-box cryptography in which secure keys are not revealed even
when cryptographic operations are being observed in detail by an adversary, i.e. a
debugger [208]. Other cryptographic-based tamper protection mechanisms are [108,
38].
Response to tampering. In general, two common types of responses are
available. The first is to make a program crash right after the detection of tampering
and the second is to trap it inside an infinite loop. However, Tab et al. [190] discussed
how both approaches have a predictable pattern. They proposed to give a delayed
response to tampering. A more recent research trend is tamper-tolerant software.
This category reduces the effects of tampering and allows the program to function as
it were unmodified [100].
2.4.2 Other Aspects
Source code tamper-proof protection is only one aspect of cyber tamper evident mech-
anisms. In this section, we overview other solutions in this category.
2.4.2.1 Copy Protection Mechanisms
Any solution that protects software from illegal reproduction falls into the class of
copy protection mechanisms. It helps stakeholders benefit from their product and
maintain their copyrights through some kind of digital right management (DRM).
Thus, the main duty of such mechanisms is to protect the software against piracy.
Copy protection mechanisms go back to the early days of using tape cassettes as
storage media. However, the threat became more serious after digital storage became
popular as a container of games, films, audio and software in the 80’s and 90’s. There
have been numerous techniques to overcome software re-copying but none of them
were completely efficient.
Initially, the protection approach was hard coded physical bit-level characteristics
of the storage media, such as sector structure, that could not easily be replicated by
copiers. This category is called “Bit Nibblers” [164]. In the 80’s, Apple II’s well-known
Locksmith protection functioned based on reading the data track by track, ignoring
the original sectors that were set in the storage. It was defeated by a postgraduate
student shortly after its introduction [144].
Later, the copy protections relied on a proof of purchase from users. The posses-
sion of the proof provides activation of the software product. The proof of purchase
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varies in combination but usually it is the registration information that the buyer
already provided to the seller. Microsoft Genuine Advantage is a famous example of
such a method.
The proof of purchase based activation has a serious vulnerability. If a genuine
user shares his purchase proof to anyone, there is no way to prevent its illegal use.
Thus, software vendors try to limit installation by either unique identification of the
execution platform or ownership of a special token. It could be the user’s MAC address
or other hardware-specific information that users can not change. This method is
known as dongle-based protection [93].
The rise of virtualisation and web based applications, however, challenged these
solutions. The widespread turn to develop web based applications moved the solutions
to classic web-based authentication methods such as traditional passwords [176]. Only
the users with the correct username and password combination could access the web
based application.
Cloud computing involves the latest trend in copy prevention methods. The pro-
cesses are presented to users through web services. The users should be authenticated
while requesting the service and the user’s computer is not the platform that runs
the service. This gives an opportunity to software vendors to limit their product to
only authenticated users and, moreover, to control the execution of it [7].
2.4.2.2 Digital Media Protection
Following the popularity of digital storage of multimedia, the need to protect the
author rights and digital forensics urged new emerging techniques to protect the
authenticity and integrity of data. Initially, the researchers used hash functions to
ensure its integrity; however, a hash digest is not tolerant of noise. Therefore, they
coined a method called digital watermarking, enabling the authors to embed some
invisible watermarks in digital images.
Friedman [66] proposed an embedded digital signature for each captured image.
Their method enables everyone to verify that the image and the issuer are both
genuine. Yeung et al. [225] focused on the integrity of an image by using digital
watermarks. They used a pseudo-random sequence and a modified error diffusion
method to maintain the image integrity. Lin et al. [121] introduced a method to
insert authentication related data into the JPEG coefficients. This method makes
watermarks more resilient against JPEG compression algorithms and thus, it would
make the images more portable. Wong et al. [223] applied a public/private key pair
to encrypt grey-scale pictures.
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Furthermore, there are different proposals that use digital watermarking to distin-
guish counterfeiting and tampering. Ho et al. [89] designed an authentication proto-
col to authenticate holograms on cards by digital watermarking. Their algorithm was
based on a transformation coefficient based watermarking.Ono et al. [149] proposed a
watermarking scheme to distinguish fabricated 2D barcodes. They used evolutionary
algorithms to recognize the secure watermark design. Cheddad et al. [41] proposed
a new method to protect digital documents against forgery. They combine 1D hash
algorithm with frequency domain features of the digital document for encryption.
They considered measures to reduce the noise and effects of image compression algo-
rithms such as JPEG. Guo et al. [79] discussed a new watermarking method based on
a technique called “parity-matched error diffusion (PMEDF)”. This technique uses a
parity matching strategy to spread the watermark in the pixels of an image. In order
to maintain robustness, they applied a voting mechanism to decode the watermark.
Their digital watermarking algorithm was robust and resilient against various attacks
and modifications.
2.4.2.3 Software Packaging
The ease of cloning software products forced vendors to rely on common packaging
solutions to detect counterfeiting, too [5, p. 435]. They had to design their product
packaging in a way that any tampering would be evident or prevented. For example,
like to other product packagings, software packages are equipped with special seals
that reveal malicious tampering. In any case, similar physical tamper-evident pro-
tections are applied for this category. We have already explained these techniques in
previous sections.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we reviewed the current approaches in physical and cyber tamper
evident technologies. We discussed the security dimensions of tampering and its ap-
plications. Then, we analysed three important physical tamper evident solutions:
Unique Objects, Physical Unclonable Functions and Security Printing. For each of
these solutions, we summarized its current trends, challenges and research. Further-
more, we reviewed cyber tamper evident solutions in the literature. First, we focused
on the source code tamper proof solutions and then we explained other trends in
cyber tamper evidence.
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As discussed, the current state-of-the-art techniques in tamper evidence are not
bullet-proof. Thus, in the next chapters we will propose our solutions to develop more





In this chapter, we will propose a cost-effective method to derive unique patterns of
a paper sheet, aka “paper fingerprint”1. We utilize an off-the-shelf digital camera
with macro capturing capabilities and an ordinary light source. We evaluate our
method across a large number of paper sheet samples. We recognize each paper sheet
based on its fingerprint with perfect accuracy (100% success rate in around 500,000
comparisons).
The captured paper fingerprints carry a relatively large entropy. Our analysis
demonstrates a paper fingerprint have 809 bits (out of 2048 bits) entropy. Moreover,
we examined the effects of different cases of rough handling in both environmental
changes and distortion to the paper texture. Our method can successfully withstand
these circumstances, too.
Furthermore, we will discuss various security aspects of our paper fingerprinting
method. We will argue different approaches that could be applied to securely authen-
ticate a paper sheet. Then, we will propose an authentication protocol based on Hao
et al. [87]. Their proposed mechanism is designed for iris recognition; however, their
authentication protocol can be applied to paper fingerprinting due to the similarities
between paper and iris textures.
Paper fingerprinting can be applied to either tamper evident or anti-counterfeiting
solutions. However, we argue that any real-world adaption of “paper fingerprinting”
depends on its specific application. Nevertheless, the ability to track a paper sheet
would prevent its “misuse”, eventually leading to provide tamper evidence. In addi-
tion, secure authentication of the fingerprint could prevent counterfeiting by deter-
mining the authenticity of a paper sheet. Our proposal would consider both aspects;
1The content of this chapter has been published in [196]
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however, the context of a paper sheet is considered out-of-scope in our research. The
cryptographic binding of a paper sheet to its contextual data could potentially be a
separate research topic for the future.
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3.1 Introduction
Secure paper documents. Designing secure documents that provide high levels of
security against physical forgery is a long-standing problem. Even in today’s digital
age, this problem remains important as physical paper is still prevalently used in our
daily lives as a means to prove data authenticity, for example, in receipts, contracts,
certificates, and passports. A recent trend in this area (e.g., in e-passports) is to
embed electronics such as RFID chips within the physical document in question [102].
However, the security of such solutions depends on the tamper-resistance of the chip
which must securely store a long-term secret [45]. This tamper-resistance requirement
can significantly increase the cost of production. In view of the importance of ensuring
the authenticity of paper documents, researchers have been exploring applying digital
technologies to prevent counterfeiting. One promising method is based on measuring
the unique physical properties of paper that are impossible to clone.
Paper fingerprinting. Manufacturing a paper sheet is a complex process and
each paper sheet is a unique product from that process. Typically, wooden particles
are used as the base, and multiple substances are subsequently applied to stick these
particles together to stabilize their placement and shape a thin, usually white, steady
surface which we call paper.
In an article published in Nature in 2005, Buchanan et al. observed that the
surface of a paper sheet is imperfect – it contains random non-evenness as a natural
outcome of the paper manufacturing process [31]. They propose to utilize the surface
imperfections to uniquely identify the paper. Their method is to use a focused laser
beam to scan a pre-designated region on the paper sheet from four different angles,
and continuously record the intensity of the reflected laser. The recordings then
constitute a unique digital representation of the paper, called “paper fingerprint”.
Therefore, Buchanan et al.’s method [31] is the basis of a number of follow-up works,
notably [205, 175].
Clarkson et al. (IEEE S&P, 2009) subsequently showed that a commodity scanner
could be used to effectively extract paper fingerprints based on the same surface
imperfections [48]. Their method is to scan the paper surface from four different
angles and then construct a 3-D model. Then the 3-D model is condensed into a
concise feature vector, which forms the paper fingerprint.
Later, Sharma et al. (CCS, 2011) proposed another approach named PaperSpeckle,
which uses a microscope with a built-in LED as the light source to extract the paper
speckle patterns at the microscopic level (1–2 microns) [178]. The underlying idea
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(a) Paper Surface (b) Paper Texture
Figure 3.1: The surface and texture of the same area of a paper sheet as captured
by a camera based on a) reflective and b) transmissive light.
in PaperSpeckle is based on the concept of speckles: i.e., when light falls on a paper
sheet, the scattered light forms randomly mixed bright and dark regions, which can
then be captured by a microscope. The captured image can be further processed to
produce a compact binary fingerprint.
Our idea. So far, prominent works in this area have primarily focused on the
imperfections of the paper surface. In contrast, our work is inspired by the observation
that the wooden particles constituting the building blocks of a paper sheet scatter
over the paper quite irregularly. We hypothesize that this irregular placement of
wooden particles provides a unique pattern, which can be extracted and used as a
paper fingerprint. We call the unique pattern caused by the random interleaving of
wooden particles the texture of paper.
Unlike previous works that measure the paper surface characteristics, we propose
to fingerprint a paper sheet based on measuring the paper texture patterns. We
capture the texture by putting a light source on one side of the paper and using a
commodity camera to take a photograph on the other side. This is intuitively based
on the common observation that putting a paper sheet under light will immediately
reveal rich irregular textural patterns visible even to the naked eye. Figure 3.1 shows
the difference between photos taken of the paper surface (based on reflective light)
and of the paper texture (based on transmissive light).
3.2 Paper Texture
When light falls on an object, it is partly absorbed, partly reflected, and partly
transmitted, and paper is no exception. Absorption occurs based on the resonance
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principle: the energy of the light waves of a specific frequency is absorbed and trans-
formed into kinetic energy by electrons of the same frequency. The part that is not
absorbed, is either reflected or transmitted depending on how opaque (or conversely
transparent) the paper is.
Different types of paper behave differently in terms of how much light they absorb,
reflect or transmit. This behaviour depends, among other factors, on pulp material,
density, thickness and coating substances. Opacity, as defined by the ISO 2471 stan-
dard [98], can be seen as an indicator of how much light is impeded from transmitting
through the paper, with the opacity of 100% defined for fully opaque papers. Typical
office printing paper, with grammage between 75 to 105 g/m2, has opacity between
86% to 94%. To put this in perspective, opacity for newsprint paper (typical gram-
mage: 40–49 g/m2) is in the range 90–94% and for tracing paper (typical grammage:
60–110 g/m2) is in the range 24–40% [72]. These values suggest that a consider-
able proportion of light transmits through such paper, which forms the basis of our
proposal to fingerprint paper based on its textural patterns.
Intuitively, the textural patterns created and stabilized throughout the paper in
the process of manufacturing can provide a promising source for paper fingerprint-
ing. These patterns are naturally occurring and appear random. Moreover, they are
embedded within the bonded structure of the paper and hence are relatively well-
protected against manual handling of paper. They are generated as a result of the
wooden particles randomly interleaved during the manufacturing process. Finally,
once in the finished product, the randomly interleaved wooden particles can not be
altered without damaging the paper, hence making any tampering act evident.
To capture the embedded textural patterns of paper and subsequently extract a
fingerprint, we limit ourselves to a single photo taken by a commodity camera. This
makes our solution more practical and quicker than the previous proposal [48] that has
to take multiple scans (on paper surface) from four different angles in order to compute
a fingerprint. We note that a single photo is feasible in our case because the paper
texture contains richer features than the paper surface, such as the thickness of the
overlaying wooden particles, randomly distributed impurities, and different embedded
materials with varying opacities. In the rest of the paper, we conduct experiments to
show that we can reliably extract a paper fingerprint from the textural patterns.
Applications. A vast number of official and legal documents, certificates, official
receipts and invoices are printed on regular office paper (sometimes with watermarks,
holograms or other security measures), thermal paper, or other types of paper. A
property that the majority of these types of paper have in common is that they are not
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completely opaque. This means that a considerable amount of light passes through
them. Furthermore, embedded irregular textural patterns as a natural result of the
manufacturing process seem to be a universal property of all these different types of
paper. Consequently, there is considerable potential for exploiting paper fingerprints
extracted from embedded textural patterns in order to validate the authenticity of
such official and legal documents.
3.3 Related work
In the introduction (Section 3.1), we highlight three prominent works in the field
(Nature 2005, IEEE S&P 2009, CCS 2011), which have inspired our work. In this
section, we conduct a more comprehensive review of the related work.
Special paper. Some researchers proposed to fingerprint paper by embedding
special materials. Bauder [16] was the first to propose the idea of a certificate of
authenticity (COA), which is a collection of fibers randomly positioned in an object
and permanently fixed by using transparent gluing material. Once an end-point of
a fiber is exposed to light, the other end is illuminated, and as a whole this creates
unique illuminated patterns, which can be captured by a light detector. The main in-
tended application is to use COA for banknotes to ensure authenticity. Kirovski [110]
followed up Bauder’s work and proposed to combine the captured illuminated pat-
terns with arbitrary text, signed with the private key of the banknote issuer. The
signature is then encoded as a barcode and printed on the banknote. Chen et al. [43]
proposed an improved scanner to achieve automated verification of fiber-based COAs.
In a similar work, Bulens et al. [34] proposed to embed different material–ultra-violet
fibers–into the paper mixture, and use a UV scanner to obtain a unique fingerprint.
The authors report that the derived fingerprints have 72-bit entropy.
Unmodified Paper and using laser. One limitation with all the works men-
tioned above is that they require modifying the paper manufacturing process. Other
researchers investigate fingerprinting techniques that can work with ordinary paper
without altering the manufacturing process at all. One prominent work along this
line of research is due to Buchanan et al. [31] published in Nature 2005. The re-
searchers proposed to use a focused laser beam to scan across a sheet of standard
white paper and continuously record the reflected intensity from four different angles
by using four photodetectors. The laser reflection is random, and is determined by
the non-uniform paper surface. Hence, the recorded reflection intensities constitute
a unique fingerprint. Beijnum et al. followed up this research idea in [205]. They
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formulated a criterion for recognition that limits the false acceptance rate (FAR) to
0.1%. Samul et al. [175] presented a similar idea of shooting a beam of laser onto
the surface of the paper. But instead of using photodetectors, they proposed to use
a CCD camera to capture the microscopic patterns of speckles.
Unmodified paper and using light. Laser-based fingerprinting methods have
the limitation that they require special laser equipment. A more cost-effective solution
is to use a commonly available light source. Metois et al. [141] proposed custom-built
equipment called the “imager”, which consists of a consumer-grade video module and
lens, housed along with an embedded lighting apparatus. The imager provides a
grayscale snapshot of the naturally occurring inhomogeneities of the paper surface.
The snapshot is then processed into a vector of real numbers. The authentication of
paper fingerprints is based on computing the correlation coefficient between vectors.
The equal error rate (EER) is reported to be about 9%.
Clarkson et al. [48] proposed a similar method to fingerprint a paper document
by using a commodity scanner instead of a specially built “imager”. Their work was
motivated by the observation that when viewed up close, the surface of a sheet of
paper is a tangled mat of wood fibers with a rich three-dimensional texture that is
random and hard to reproduce. Utilizing the embedded light emission, the researchers
use a commodity scanner to scan a paper sheet in four different orientations. Then
a 3-D model is constructed based on these four scans. Furthermore, the 3-D model
is compressed into a feature vector through computing Voronoi distributions in the
scanned region. The comparison between two feature vectors is based on computing
the correlation coefficient.
Pham et al. [161] adopted the same approach as Clarkson et al. [48] by using an
EPSON 10000XL scanner at 600 dpi to collect 10 scans of the paper surface. In par-
ticular, they look at the case when text has been printed over the authentication zone,
and propose two methods of pixel inpainting to remove printed text (or marks) from
the authentication zone in order to allow ordinary correlation to be performed. Dif-
ferent from the proposed method of Clarkson et al. [48] that compresses the scanned
images into a compact feature vector and compares feature vectors based on the cor-
relation coefficient, Pham et al. proposed to use alpha-masked imaging matching to
compare regions of the two paper surface images. Improvements are demonstrated
using the collected data sets in their experiments.
Sharma et al. [178] proposed a different surface-based fingerprinting method. Un-
like prior paper fingerprinting techniques [48, 161] that extract fingerprints based on
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the fiber structure of paper, their method uses a USB microscope to capture the “sur-
face speckle pattern”, a random bright and dark region formation at the microscopic
level when light falls on the paper surface. The captured patterns are then processed
into a vector of digits, which form the unique fingerprint. Fingerprints are compared
based on the Euclidean distance between the two vectors.
Beekhof et al. [17] proposed a fingerprinting method based on measuring random
micro-structures of the paper surface. The random micro-structural patterns are
captured by using a mobile phone camera with macro lens mounted. The captured
image is compressed into a binary feature vector by first hashing the image values into
a list of codewords and then running the decoding process through a reference list
decoding (RLD) technique. Two feature vectors are compared based on the Hamming
distance.
Smith et al. [184] proposed another method to capture light reflections from paper
surface. Their method involves printing an 8mm box on paper, and then taking a
snapshot of it. The alignment can then be done automatically by software based on
the printed box, but no details are given in the paper. The authors apply a “texture
hash function” to generate the fingerprints. Fingerprints are authenticated based on
computing correlations of the texture hash strings.
Haist and Tiziani [81] proposed a method to fingerprint German banknotes by
using a CCD digital camera to take a snapshot of a banknote based on transmissive
light. Then, the snapshot is saved as a JPEG image (2.86 KB), which, along with
a digital signature, is printed on the banknote as a string of 3250 ASCII characters
on an area of 5 cm2. However, no prototype implementation is reported. The ver-
ification is performed by applying the Fourier transform to obtain a feature vector
and computing the correlation between the two vectors. Their idea is the closest to
ours in terms of using transmissive light. However, our work is substantially differ-
ent from theirs in several important aspects. First, their work involves testing only
three German Deutsche Mark banknotes while the test data sets used in our work
are far more extensive. Second, they do not perform image pre-processing. As a
result, the positioning and orientation are done manually rather than automatically
by a software algorithm as in our case. Third, they do not carry out image encoding.
Consequently, they need to store a JPEG image (2.86 KB), while we only need to
store a compact fingerprint (256 byte). Fourth, they do not implement their idea
in a prototype system. Hence the feasibility remains uncertain. Most importantly,
the Haist-Tiziani paper does not report any error rate performance, or any entropy
analysis, and it does not perform extensive robustness tests as we have done.
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Renesse [209] proposed a 3-dimensional-structure authentication system (3DAS)
to authenticate a standard PVC ID-card that has a 3×3 mm2 3DAS-structure in a
transparent window. The 3DAS-structure contains spunlaid fibers that are thermally
bonded at their cross points. In their experiment setup, two infrared emitting diodes
(IREDs) are used as lighting sources to shine on the 3DAS area from two different
angles. This creates two shadow images that are then captured by a two-dimensional
CCD-array. By alternatively switching both IREDs the required parallel images are
produced. Finally, a 20-byte fingerprint is obtained by calculating the centres of
gravity of the captured images. However, Renesse’s paper does not report error rate
performance or perform any entropy analysis. It does not report robustness tests
either.
Summary. We have presented related paper-fingerprinting techniques proposed
in the literature, which have different requirements on paper material, use different
types of illuminating sources and scanning equipment, apply different signal pro-
cessing techniques and obtain fingerprints of different types and features. Our work
advances the state-of-the-art in this field by presenting the first practical solution
that works with ordinary paper, uses an ordinary lighting source combined with an
off-the-shelf camera, takes only 1.3 seconds to produce a compact fingerprint (256
bytes) from one snapshot, achieves an ideal 0% FRR, 0% FAR as well as very high
entropy (807 bits) in fingerprints, and is demonstrably robust against rotation, crum-
pling, scribbling, soaking and heating. The near perfect result is attributed to the
idea of capturing the paper textural patterns through transmissive light. As detailed
in Section 3.5.2, using transmissive light reveals richer textural patterns than reflec-
tive light and produces more reliable features. This explains our superior result as
compared to the earlier surface-based paper fingerprinting methods [31, 48, 178].
3.4 Texture to the Rescue: Practical Paper Fin-
gerprinting based on Texture Patterns
In this section we discuss a high level description of our proposed method for cap-
turing paper textural patterns and extracting a reliable and unique paper fingerprint
from those patterns. To be able to capture paper textural patterns, we take a digital
photograph of the paper sheet through which light is projected. Then, we need to
perform a series of preparation operations such as aligning and resizing of the original
image. Afterwards, in the texture analysis phase, we utilize 2-D Gabor filter [59] to
extract textural information from the captured image. Subsequently, we propose a
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Figure 3.2: Step-by-step rotation recognition process in the preparation phase.
simple paper fingerprint extraction method that generates a binary string, the paper
fingerprint. Once paper fingerprints are in the binary string format, they can be
compared using well-known methods, such as computing the fractional Hamming dis-
tance between any two paper fingerprints. In the following, we give more details about
the preparation phase, Gabor transform, the fingerprint generation method, and the
fingerprint comparison method based on fractional Hamming distance. Further im-
plementation details and settings of our experiments will be discussed in Section 4.6.
3.4.1 Preparation Phase
The preparation phase consists of operations of identifying the designated area of
the photo which is to be used for fingerprint extraction and aligning the image in
terms of movement and rotation. To indicate the fingerprinting area, we print a
small rectangular box on the paper sheet. In addition, we print a filled square on the
bottom left of the box, to allow automatic alignment by our implementation.
As shown in Figure 3.2, aligning the rotation of the image involves several steps.
First, we start with a photo of the fingerprinting area. The photo is converted into
grey scale. The printed region (the rectangular box and the filled square) can be easily
identified by applying a grey-scale threshold. This threshold is computed by the Otsu
method [151], which chooses the threshold in a such way to minimize the interclass
variance of black and white pixels. We have applied the same approach for both
reflection and transmission analyses. We observe that the borders in both reflection
and transmission samples were recognized correctly using this technique. The result
is a binary image: “0” for black and “1” for white. This simple thresholding may also
produce some “noise” scattered around the image, but they can be easily removed
based on area. To ensure the borders of the printed rectangle are connected, we draw
a convex hull of the outer pixels to form a connected shape.
Once the printed rectangle is identified, we fill up the region within the rectangular
border with the binary value ‘1’ (white). We identify the centre of mass of the
rectangular object based on computing the first-order moment [191] and use that as
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the new origin of the Cartesian coordinate system. This corrects any misalignment
due to paper movement.
Then, we need to correct any misalignment caused by rotation. This is based
on computing second-order moments [191] in the new Cartesian coordinate system.
Let B(x, y) denote the binary 2D object in Cartesian coordinates representing the
recognized rectangular box area. There are three second-order moments as follows:
u20 =
∫∫
x2B(x, y) dx dy
u11 =
∫∫
x y B(x, y) dx dy
u02 =
∫∫
y2B(x, y) dx dy







(u20 − u02) +
√
(u02 − u20)2 + 4u211
)
(3.1)
The above formula – based on a method originally proposed by Teague [191] – cal-
culates the angle between the x axis and the major axis of an ellipse that has equal
second moments to the recognized rectangular box. It gives us the counter-clockwise
rotation of the object with respect to the horizon. After θ is calculated, the image
can be rotated accordingly.
Three-Dimensional rotation of a captured texture is intentionally discarded be-
cause of two reasons. Firstly, the current position of camera and the light source
makes it difficult for a regular user to deliberately take a picture that needs 3-D
rotation. Moreover, such a photo would inevitably disturb the existing ratio of the
rectangular edges; thus it would need more adjustments than 3-D rotation to make
the paper texture fit for fingerprinting.
It is worth noting that in the captured image, the borders of the rectangles are
slightly curved rather than being straight due to lens artefact. This slight curvature
does not affect our alignment algorithm. We use the raw bitmap image acquired from
the camera instead of the processed jpeg image. This raw image is stored separately
in the camera in the “.rw2” format and contains the raw information captured by the
camera sensor without any processing.
After rotation is corrected, the image is delimited to the lowest and highest x and y
values of the coordinates of the pixels inside the recognized rectangular box. This im-
age is denoted by I(x, y). Since the borders of the rectangular box are slightly curved,
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I(x, y) includes tiny areas around the four edges that are outside the box. Those,
along with the printed rectangle and the filled square, are identified in a binary mask
vector (similar to the identification of eyelids and eyelashes in iris recognition [57])
and will be excluded later in the Hamming distance comparison process.
3.4.2 Gabor Filter
Gabor filters are mainly used for edge detection in image processing. Besides, they
have been found to perform efficiently in texture discrimination. Gabor filters are
able to extract both coherent and incoherent characteristics of textural patterns [55].
Coherent properties are the patterns which remain unchanged between snapshots of
the same sample while incoherent ones refer to the patterns which change between
snapshots of different samples. The two dimensional Gabor wavelets are popular
in biometric recognition problems such as iris recognition [57], fingerprint recogni-
tion [116] and face recognition [123]. A Gabor filter’s impulse response is basically
that of a Gaussian filter modulated by a sinusoidal wave. Consequently, Gabor fil-
ters capture features in both the frequency and spatial domains. Generally speaking,
a Gabor filter would consider the frequency of a pattern (“what”) as well as the
two-dimensional (2D) position of the pattern (“where”) [55]. Let exp be the natural










· exp (2piifx′) (3.2)
for x′ = x cos(θ) + y sin(θ) and y′ = −x sin(θ) + y cos(θ)
where f is the frequency of the sinusoidal wave, η and γ are constant factors that
together determine the spatial ellipticity of the Gabor wavelet, θ represents the ori-
entation of the ellipticity, and σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope.
Depending on the frequency of the sinusoidal wave and the orientation of their
ellipticity, Gabor filters are capable of discriminating different textural characteristics.
Usually, Gabor filters with a range of different frequencies, known as scales, and a
range of different orientations are applied to find out the best combination of scale and
orientation for a specific texture analysis problem. For a fixed maximum frequency
fmax and a maximum of U scales, each scale index u defines the frequency f used in
Equation 3.2 as follows:




For a maximum of V orientations, we consider V angles equally distributed from 0 to
pi. Each orientation index v defines the orientation θ used in Equation 3.2 as follows:
∀v ∈ {1, 2, . . . , V } : θ = v − 1
V
pi (3.4)
We apply a Gabor filter to grey-scale images. Let I(x, y) represent the grey-
scale image using Cartesian coordinates. The result of the application of Gabor filter
G(x, y) is simply the 2D convolution of I and G as follows:
C(x, y) = I(x, y) ∗G(x, y) =
∫∫
I(x, y) G(x− η, y − ξ) dη dξ
The result C(x, y) is a complex number for each x and y. C(x, y) can be alternatively
viewed as a matrix with the discrete values of x and y mapped to the columns and
rows. Throughout the paper, we use functions defined over Cartesian coordinates and
matrices interchangeably.
3.4.3 Fingerprint Generation
Our fingerprint generation method takes the output of a Gabor filter and produces a
binary string. Let the element located in row j and column k of the matrix C(x, y)
be mjk = a+ bi. We define a 2-bit Gray code based on which quarter of the complex
plane the element mjk = a + bi falls in (see Figure 3.3). For example, when a and b
are both positive, the encoded value will be 11. Thus, every element in the matrix is
replaced by two bits. The result is a binary string which we call the paper fingerprint.
3.4.4 Fractional Hamming Distance
After paper fingerprints are generated, fractional Hamming distance between any two
fingerprints can be used to compare them. Hamming distance is simply the number
of positions in which the bits disagree between two fingerprints. This is a classical
bit error rate (BER) metric in communication. Fractional Hamming distance is the
normalized version, resulting a value between 0 and 1. Usually masking is used to
discard the effect of irrelevant bits in a fingerprint. For each fingerprint, a mask is
defined as a binary string of the same length in which bits corresponding irrelevant
positions are set to 0 and bits corresponding effective positions are set to 1. The masks
are calculated in the preparation phase as discussed above. Given two fingerprints f1
and f2, and their corresponding masks m1 and m2, the fractional Hamming distance
is calculated as follows:
HD(f1, f2,m1,m2) =





code = 11code = 01
code = 00 code = 10
Figure 3.3: Gray code for a complex value mij = a+ bi in the complex plain.
where ⊕ denotes the bitwise exclusive-OR (XOR) operation and ∩ denotes the bitwise
AND operation. A relatively small fractional Hamming distance indicates that the
two fingerprints are likely to belong to the same paper sheet, while a relatively large
fractional Hamming distance (around 0.5) indicates that the two fingerprints are likely
to belong to different paper sheets. In the rest of the paper, we simply use Hamming
distance (or HD for short) to refer to fractional Hamming distance.
3.5 Evaluation
In order to evaluate our suggested method for paper fingerprinting, we collected
several datasets in different situations. In this section, we first explain the parameter
settings and experiment configurations under which we carried out our evaluations.
Then, we provide the details of the evaluation framework that we use to assess the
results of our experiments. In particular, we consider metrics used for evaluating the
effectiveness of biometric systems as well as those used for evaluating the effectiveness
of physical unclonable functions (PUFs), since paper fingerprints can be seen as both.
Subsequently, we give results that justify the choices we had to make in terms of how
we collect our datasets and settings we use for Gabor filter. Finally, we give the details
of our main dataset collection and provide the results of our experiments, including
evaluation of the proposed method against biometric and PUF metrics.
3.5.1 Parameter Settings & Experiment Configurations
In order to obtain consistent fingerprints, we require that a relatively small but fixed
part of a sheet of paper is used as a source of fingerprint extraction. We chose
to print a rectangular box (37mm×57mm) on the sheet to indicate this area. In
addition, we printed a small filled square (5mm×5mm) at the bottom left of the box
(see Figure 3.10). Using this small square, in our preparation phase our method can
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check that the rotation has been carried out correctly (distinguishing cases when the
paper is placed upside-down or flipped).
The original photos in our experiments are all 3456×4608 pixels. After the prepa-
ration phase, we get a corrected and delimited image of variable size, ranging be-
tween around 2300×3300 pixels to 2350×3350 pixels. This image is then resized to
a 640×640 pixel image I which is then given as input to Gabor filter. The rectan-
gular size conversion is for the convenience of applying Gabor wavelets in the next
stage to produce 2048 bits in the output (the same size as an iris code). We use a
Gabor impulse response of size 100×100 and the output of Gabor filter in our exper-
iments, C, is a complex matrix of size 640×640. This matrix is downsampled to one
of size 32×32, before being given as input to the fingerprint generation algorithm.
This downsampling process is done by simply picking the elements in every 20th row
and 20th column. Fingerprint generation replaces each complex value with two bits.
Hence, the final paper fingerprint is a string of the size 2×32×32=2048 bits.
We chose to downsample the output of the Gabor filter for two reasons. First, it
makes the data storage more compact. With 2048 bits (256 bytes), we are able to store
the fingerprint in a QR code as part of an authentication protocol (we will explain
the protocol in more detail in Section 3.7). Second, adjacent pixels in the image
are usually highly correlated. Hence, downsampling serves to break the correlation
between bits. Through experiments, we found this simple downsampling technique
was effective to produce reliable and unique fingerprints.
All images have been captured by a Panasonic DMC-FZ72 camera with a resolu-
tion of 16.1 Mega-pixels. We chose this camera for two main reasons: the ability to
capture a photo in macro mode from a short distance (minimum 1 cm focus) and the
ability to mount a macro flash ring over the lens. However, these characteristics are
not unique to this specific camera and many other cameras available in the market
provide the same characteristics. We mounted an off-the-shelf common macro flash
ring on the camera lens, to maintain a constant distance between the lens and the
paper surface where the texture is photographed. The camera and its accessories are
shown in Figure 3.4(a). In our experiments, we do not use the flash of the macro
flash ring; the light source is an ordinary office overhead projector as shown in Fig-
ure 3.4(b). The light that the overhead projector provides is intense and adjustable.
Furthermore, it has a flat surface with constant distance from the light source. This
allows us to put the paper on the surface and then the macro ring resting on top of
it before the camera takes a photo of the paper texture. The use of the macro ring
also serves to shield the effects of other ambient light sources (e.g., daylight, office
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(a) Camera and macro flash
ring.
(b) Overhead projector as light
source.
(c) Light box (tracing pad) as
light source.
Figure 3.4: The equipment used in our experiments.
lighting). In Section 3.6.3, we will explain the effect of the light source by using an
alternative source: a commodity light box (tracing pad) as shown in Figure 3.4(c).
Our evaluations were performed on a PC with an Intel Core i7-2600S CPU @
2.80 GHz with 8 GB of memory. The operating system was 64-bit Windows 7 Enter-
prise and we used Matlab R2015a (64-bit) to develop our algorithms.
3.5.2 Evaluation Framework
Our work is closely related to the fields of biometrics and Physical Unclonable Func-
tions (PUFs). Biometrics is the science of authenticating humans by measuring their
unique characteristics and have a long history of research. A paper fingerprint works
similar to biometrics, except that it measures unique characteristics of a physical ob-
ject instead of a human being. Hence, common metrics that measure the error rate
performance of a biometric system apply to our work too. On the other hand, paper
fingerprints are related to Physical Unclonable Functions, which is a relatively new
field starting from Pappu et al.’s seminal paper published in Science in 2002 [156].
Typically PUFs require a challenge and response dynamic, but according to the defi-
nition by Maes in [127], paper can be regarded as a “non-intrinsic” PUF, i.e., a PUF
that does not contain the circuitry to produce the response on its own. Hence, the
same evaluation methods in PUF are also applicable to paper fingerprints.
Because of the close relation to these two fields and their respective evaluation
frameworks, we evaluate our method based on metrics used in both fields for a com-
prehensive analysis. In the following we give a brief description of these metrics. We
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discuss Hamming distance distributions, decidability, and recognition rates including
false rejection and false acceptance rates in the former category of metrics. In the
latter category, we consider uniformity and randomness in the space dimension, reli-
ability and steadiness in the time dimension, and uniqueness and bit aliasing in the
device dimension.
1) Biometric Metrics: A biometric authentication problem is a specific case of a
statistical decision problem in which one decides if two given biometric measurements
belong to the same source or not. In order to provide necessary information about the
effectiveness of such a biometric, the parameters of the so-called biometric decision
landscape need to be specified [56].
If Hamming distance is used for comparison, as it is in our case, the distribu-
tions of Hamming distance for two groups of comparisons need to be determined: for
comparisons between paper fingerprints from the different samples originating from
the same paper sheet, and for comparisons between paper fingerprints originating
from different paper sheets. These are called same-group and different-group distri-
butions, respectively. The terms same-group and different-group are the label for a
Hamming distance comparison and does not imply dependence between the extracted
fingerprints.
For an effective biometric, the same-group and different-group distributions should
be well-separated. This makes the decision problem solvable. Let µ1 and µ2 denote
the means, and σ1 and σ2 the standard deviations of the two distributions. Daugman






where | · | denotes absolute value. Decidability as defined above is indicative of how
well-separated the two distributions are: the further and the more concentrated the
distributions are, the higher will the decidability be. To give an idea about typical
values, the decidability of iris recognition, a well-established and effective biometric
method, is d′ ≈ 14 in an ideal measurement environment and d′ ≈ 7 in a non-ideal
environment [58].
After determining the same-group and different-group distributions, one decides
a threshold value situated between the two distributions. Subsequently, the decision
on whether two reported biometrics belong to the same origin or not is then made by
computing the Hamming distance between the two biometric samples and comparing
it to the threshold. For an effective biometric, measurements from the same origin
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have relatively low Hamming distance and hence fall below the threshold, whereas
measurements from different origins have relatively high Hamming distance and fall
above the threshold. If the distributions are completely separated, the decision is
correct all the time. However in practice usually there is some overlap between the
two distributions. The proportion of biometrics from different origins falsely accepted
as being from the same origin is known as the false acceptance rate (FAR). The
proportion of biometrics from the same origin falsely rejected as being from different
origins is known as the false rejection rate (FRR). For an effective biometric FAR
and FRR should be low – ideally zero.
A widely used measure of effectiveness of a biometric is degrees of freedom (DoF).
DoF is a measure of the combinatorial complexity of the biometric test, or in other
words the number of bits in a biometric measurement that are independent [58].
Consider a biometric that provides degrees of freedom N , that is, N independent and
unpredictable bits. A comparison between two such biometrics from different origins
can be modelled as the probability that a threshold number ofN independently chosen
bits agree. Hence, the different-group distribution for such a biometric would follow
the binomial distribution with mean µ = p and variance σ2 = Np(1− p), where p is
the probability of single bit agreement. Hence, the degrees of freedom for a biometric
with a different-group distribution that follows a binomial distribution with mean µ





2) PUF Metrics. Paper fingerprinting can be seen as an optical physical un-
clonable function (PUF) [156], as pointed out in the literature [127, 128]. However,
previous works on paper fingerprinting did not evaluate their results in this context.
We believe that evaluating our results against established PUF metrics provides fur-
ther information about the effectiveness of our method and helps put our results in
perspective within PUF literature.
We follow the unified framework put forward by Maiti et al. [135]. This framework
provides metrics to evaluate a PUF in three dimensions: space, time, and device.
In our case, PUFs are the paper fingerprints, and devices are the different paper
sheets. Each of these dimensions quantifies a specific quality of a fingerprint: the
space dimension analyses the overall variations of fingerprints, the time dimension
indicates same-group consistency, and the device dimension discusses the different-
group diversity of fingerprints.
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Before describing these dimensions, let us define the symbols we use in this frame-
work. Here we consider effective fingerprints, denoted by r. The effective fingerprint
is the result of applying the appropriate mask over the original fingerprint f . We
use the following parameters: L is the number of bits in each fingerprint (2048 in
our setting). T refers to the number of samples taken from each paper sheet in a
dataset (e.g., in the our benchmark dataset T = 10). N is the total number of paper
sheets involved in a dataset (e.g., in the our benchmark dataset N = 100). We use
the following indices accordingly: n denotes the paper sheet number within different
sheets, t represents the sample number within the samples from the same paper sheet,
and l shows l-th bit in the effective fingerprint.
3.5.2.1 Space Dimension
This dimension is concerned with bit variations with respect to the locations of the bits
in fingerprints. Metrics in this dimension evaluate the overall inter-sheet behaviour
of fingerprints.
• Uniformity: This metric shows how uniform 0s and 1s are in a fingerprint. The
ideal value for this metric is 0.5. Uniformity of the fingerprint from the t-th







• Randomness: This metric indicates the average randomness of the bits in the
fingerprints generated from several acquisitions from a sheet. The ideal value
for this metric is 1. Randomness of the fingerprint bits generated from the n-th
sheet is calculated as follows [135]:










This dimension is concerned with fingerprint variations within multiple samples. Met-
rics in this dimension evaluate the overall intra-sheet persistence of fingerprints within
multiple samples.
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• Reliability: This metric shows how consistently fingerprints are reproduced by
the same sheet. The ideal value for this metric is 1. Reliability of the fingerprints
generated from the n-th sheet is calculated as follows [135]:
Reliability(n) = 1− 2







(rn,t1,l ⊕ rn,t2,l) (3.10)
• Steadiness: This metric indicates the bias of individual fingerprint bits on aver-
age for a sheet. The ideal value for this metric is 1. Steadiness of the fingerprints
generated from the n-th sheet is calculated as follows [135]:













This dimension is concerned with fingerprint variations between multiple sheets. Met-
rics in this dimension evaluate the overall inter-sheet distinguishability of fingerprints.
• Uniqueness: This metric represents how distinguishable a sheet is within a group
of sheets. The ideal value for this metric is 0.5. Uniqueness of the fingerprints
generated from the n-th sheet is calculated as follows [135]:
Uniqueness(n) =
1










(rn,t,l ⊕ rn′,t′,l) (3.12)
• Bit-Aliasing: This metric indicates how likely different sheets are to produce
identical fingerprint bits. The ideal value for this metric is 0.5. Bit-aliasing













Figure 3.5: Capturing a photo, in case of (a) transmission, and (b) reflection, using
the same digital camera and light source.
3.5.3 Reflection vs. Transmission
As discussed before, the main motivation of our work is to capture paper textural
patterns and efficiently extract unique paper fingerprints from such patterns using
an off-the-shelf camera. By contract, previous works [31, 48, 178] extract paper
fingerprints from the paper surface. Our hypothesis is that textural patterns revealed
by the transmissive light contain richer features than the paper surface shown by the
reflective light. To verify this hypothesis, we set up an experiment to investigate the
difference between the two patterns.
We set up the paper photographing in two settings: one with the light source on
the same side of the paper and the other with the light source on the opposite side
of the paper (see Figure 3.5). In the former, we put an opaque object behind the
paper, so only the paper surface is photographed based on the reflective light. We
selected 10 common A4 (210×297 mm) paper sheets with grammage 80 g/m2. We
took 10 photos of each sheet in each of the two settings. We used a common overhead
projector as our light source. We tried to reduce the effect of any ambient light by
setting our data collection environment in a dark room. This data collection resulted
in two datasets: a 100-sample dataset (10 sheets with 10 samples for each sheet) for
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Figure 3.6: Hamming distance distributions for surface and texture.
surface measurements, and a 100-sample dataset (10 sheets with 10 sample for each
sheet) for textural measurements.
After the data collection, we performed our fingerprint extraction algorithm (as
discussed in Section 3.4.1) for both datasets. Figure 3.6 shows the Hamming distance
distributions for the two cases. Each diagram depicts four distributions: for each
case i.e., surface and texture, there is one curve, concentrated around lower values
of Hamming distance, showing the distribution of Hamming distance between pairs
of fingerprints of the same paper sheet, and a second curve, concentrated around a
Hamming distance value of about 0.5, showing the distribution of Hamming distance
between pairs of fingerprints of different paper sheets.
Ideally, for effective fingerprint recognition, we want the “same-group” and “different-
group” distributions to be as separate as possible, since then we can easily decide on
a threshold and consider any two fingerprints with a Hamming distance below that
threshold to belong to the same paper sheet, and consider any two fingerprints with
a Hamming distance above that threshold to belong to different paper sheets.
As can be seen in Figure 3.6, the two distributions, i.e., “same-group” and “different-
group”, are well-separated in the case of texture, but less so in the case of surface. In
fact, in the case of texture, the minimum Hamming distance for different comparisons
is 0.46 and the maximum Hamming distance for similar comparisons is 0.27, which
shows that there is no overlap between the two distributions. However, in the case
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of surface, the minimum Hamming distance for different comparisons is 0.44 and the
maximum Hamming distance for similar comparisons is 0.48, which shows that there
is some overlap between the two distributions, and hence false negative or false posi-
tive decisions are inevitable in this case. Indeed, decidability for the case of texture
is around 20, but for the case of surface it is around 6. Furthermore, the number
of degrees of freedom provided by the texture is slightly higher than that provided
by the surface. These results support our hypothesis that the textural measurements
through transmissive light contain more distinctive features than surface measure-
ments based on reflective light, and hence can be used as a more reliable source for
paper fingerprinting.
We should stress that the hypothesis is tested using a specific image capturing
condition in which only one snapshot is taken. One should not directly compare
the results with Clarkson et al.’s 3D method [48], which is carried out in a different
test condition and involves taking four scans from four different angles on the paper
surface. However, we believe a method that is based on taking a single snapshot is
easier and quicker than those that require multiple measurements.
3.5.4 Determining Gabor Scale & Orientation
As discussed, Gabor filter can be configured with different scales and orientations. To
find out the appropriate combination of scales and orientation for our method, we set
up an initial experiment. We collected a dataset including two sub-datasets: the first
one includes 20 samples from one paper sheet; the second one includes one sample
from each of 20 paper sheets. These two sub-datasets constitute our same-group
and different-group data, respectively. We applied Gabor filter for 8 orientations,















fmax = 0.25, we also considered multiple scales, indexed by integer values starting
from scale 1. We used fixed values of η = γ =
√
2 and σ = 1.
Ideally, we would want the different-group distribution to be centred around 0.5
or a mean very close to 0.5. Our experiments show that for scales greater than 7, the
mean of the different-group distribution falls below 0.45, which indicates undesirable
bias on the binomial distributions (i.e., tossing a coin is no longer random in the a
Bernoulli trial [57]). Therefore, in the following we limit the scope of our investigation
to scales from 1 to 7.
Our calculations show that as the scale increases, the decidability of the distri-
butions increases, but at the same time the number of the degrees of freedom the
different-group distribution provides decreases. This is because the scale relates to
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the spatial frequency components of the Gabor filer – the smaller the scale is, the
more detailed the feature extraction is. When the scale is one, the finest detail of the
paper texture is extracted, which leads to high degrees of freedom in the generated
fingerprint. However, at this scale, the image processing is extremely sensitive to
noise, which reduces the separation between the same-group and different-group his-
tograms of Hamming distances. Increasing the scale results in a zooming-out effect.
More correlations between bits are introduced, which reduces the degrees of freedom.
But on the other hand, the feature extraction is more tolerant of noise. As a result,
the same-paper and different-paper characteristics become more distinctive, which
leads to a higher decidability.
The results for decidability and degrees of freedom for orientations 1 to 8 and
scales 1 to 7 are shown in Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b), respectively. Both figures also
include a spline interpolation of average values of different orientation results within
each scale to highlight the dominant trends. Therefore, there is an evident trade-off in
choosing the scale and orientation. Too low a scale would not provide an acceptable
decidability, while too high a scale would not provide a reasonable degree of freedom.
Through experiments, we find that the combination of scale 5 and orientation 7
provides a good trade-off between decidability and degrees of freedom. As we will
explain later, this combination provides nearly perfect recognition rates. In the rest
of the paper, we report all our findings based on this specific configuration of Gabor
filter.
3.5.5 The Benchmark Dataset
Our main dataset on which we report our evaluations is a set of 1000 samples collected
by taking 10 photos of each of 100 different paper sheets to provide a good diversity.
We use typical office paper sheets of size A4 (210mm × 297mm) with grammage
of 80 g/m2. All the sheets were from the same pack with the same brand. In
all of the photos, camera settings including aperture and exposure time were kept
constant (exposure time set to 1/1000 seconds and F-stop to f/8). We tried to keep
the paper sheets visually aligned for the different samples, and conducted separate
experiments to evaluate the robustness of our algorithm against rotations (which we
discuss in Section 3.6). We refer to the main dataset collected here under relatively
stable conditions as the benchmark dataset.
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(a) Decidability for all orientations and scales.

































(b) Degrees of freedom for all orientations and scales.
Figure 3.7: Results of (a) decidability and (b) degrees of freedom in scales 1 to 7 and
orientations 1 to 8. 51













Figure 3.8: Hamming distance distributions in the benchmark dataset.
3.5.6 Experiment Results
In the following, we present the results of our experiments reporting the metrics
introduced in Section 3.5.2. We also present the timing measurements for our method
and provide a short discussion on its practicality. We provide comparison with existing
work whenever the relevant metrics are reported in the literature.
Biometric metrics. We calculated the Hamming distance for all comparisons,






= 499, 500 comparisons, of which 100 · ( 102 ) = 4, 500 are same-group
comparisons and 1000×990
2
= 495, 000 are different-group comparisons. In Figure 3.8
we show the distributions for the same-group and different-group Hamming distance
values. Clearly, the two distributions are well-separated, which shows the effectiveness
of our paper fingerprinting method. Indeed, the maximum same-group Hamming
distance is 0.24, whereas the minimum different-group Hamming distance is 0.42,
which shows that there is no overlap between the two distributions.
Hence, any threshold between the above values would give us negligible FAR and
FRR.
As an example, we can choose the threshold to be 0.4, but this is adjustable.
Detailed error rate performance will be reported in Section 3.7.2.
Decidability for the dataset is d′ ≈ 21, which compares favourably to d′ ≈ 14
for iris recognition in the ideal condition [57]. The number of degrees of freedom
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is calculated based on Equation 3.7 as N = 807, which means the entropy of the
extracted fingerprints is 807 bits out of a total of 2048 bits. As compared to the 249
degrees of freedom for iris (which has the same size of 2048 bits), the fingerprint in
our case is more unique and contains less redundancy. Figure 3.9 shows the histogram
of same-group Hamming distance values on the left and the distribution of different-
group Hamming distance values on the right. The diagram on the right also includes
a binomial distribution curve with degrees of freedom N = 807, mean µ = 0.495,
and standard deviation σ = 0.018. Evidently, the different-group distribution closely
follows the binomial distribution.
PUF evaluations results. The PUF metrics results on the benchmark dataset
are shown in Table 3.2 under the column labelled “Benchmark Dataset”. It can be
seen that in all metrics our dataset performed close to ideal values. For comparison,
we also included in Table 3.2 the PUF metrics for two typical PUFs: Arbiter PUF,
and Ring Oscillator PUF [135]. This shows that our method provides fingerprints with
good uniformity, randomness, reliability, steadiness, uniqueness, and bit-aliasing.
Timing Results & Usability. Our paper fingerprinting method takes 1.30 sec-
onds on average to prepare the photo, analyse the texture, and generate the fingerprint
on a PC. This is reasonably fast. This is in contrast with the method in [48], which
requires four scans in different directions and then constructing a 3D surface model.
Although the authors of [48] do not report timing measurements for their finger-
printing method, 3D modelling is generally considered a computationally expensive
task [27].
The whole process of paper fingerprinting in our method is automatized and only
requires a user to place the sheet of paper on the flat surface of the overhead projector
and click a button to take a photo by a fixed camera. We note that this is only a proof-
of-concept prototype to demonstrate the feasibility of extracting the fingerprint based
on the textural patterns. One may improve the prototype in a practical application
by tighter integration of various equipment components. For example, at a border
control, when the official swipes a page in the passenger’s passport through a slot, the
slot may have the embedded light source on one side and a camera on the other side.
When the page is in the slot, a unique fingerprint can be extracted. The fingerprinting
area and orientation will be relatively fixed as it is determined by the dimensions of
the slot. By comparing the extracted fingerprint with a reference sample (e.g., stored
in the back-end system), the computer program can quickly determine if the passport
page is genuine. In Section 3.7, we will explain more on how to utilizing the unique
paper fingerprint in authentication protocols.
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(a) Histogram of same-group HDs with µ = 0.056, σ = 0.024




















(b) Histogram of different-group HDs with a binomial curve with N = 807, µ = 0.495, σ = 0.018
Figure 3.9: Histograms of Hamming distances in the benchmark dataset.
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Table 3.1: False recognition rates of all datasets considering a fractional HD threshold
of 0.4
Rate Ideal Benchmark Rotated Crumpled Scribbled Soaked Heated Light Box
Value Dataset
FAR 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
FRR 0% 0% 0.32% 3.2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Table 3.2: PUF metrics for all datasets and two typical PUFs
PUF Ideal Arbiter PUF (APUF) Ring Oscillator PUF Benchmark
metrics Value [135] [135] Dataset
Average Uniformity 0.5 0.556 0.505 0.466
Average Randomness 1.0 0.846 0.968 0.907
Average Reliability 1.0 0.997 0.991 0.945
Average Steadiness 1.0 0.984 0.985 0.938
Average Uniqueness 0.5 0.072 0.472 0.465
Average Bit Aliasing 0.5 0.195 0.505 0.466
Table 3.3: Impact of Robustness Experiments on PUF metrics
PUF Ideal Benchmark Rotated Crumpled Scribbled Soaked Heated Light Box
metrics Value dataset
Average Uniformity 0.5 0.466 0.466 0.463 0.454 0.460 0.460 0.466
Average Randomness 1.0 0.907 0.906 0.896 0.873 0.877 0.890 0.907
Average Reliability 1.0 0.945 0.877 0.852 0.856 0.750 0.882 0.946
Average Steadiness 1.0 0.938 0.839 0.528 0.870 0.554 0.554 0.939
Average Uniqueness 0.5 0.465 0.465 0.470 0.468 0.463 0.461 0.469
Average Bit Aliasing 0.5 0.466 0.466 0.463 0.454 0.460 0.460 0.466
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(a) Benchmark (b) Rotated (c) Crumpled (d) Scribbled
Figure 3.10: The captured photo under near-ideal and non-ideal situations.
3.6 Robustness Analysis
In this section we evaluate our method’s robustness in non-ideal circumstances. First,
we consider the robustness of our method against misalignment, i.e., in cases where the
rectangular box is not aligned to the photo frame. Then, we consider the robustness
of our method against paper being roughly handled in the following cases: the paper
sheet is crumpled, some scribbling is done in the rectangular box, the sheet is soaked
in water and dried afterwards, and the sheet is ironed after soaking and partially
burnt. Finally, we consider the effect of using an alternative light source. In the
following, we give the details of each experiment and provide the biometric and PUF
metrics in each of the cases.
3.6.1 Impact of Non-Ideal Data Collection
Photo Rotation. The orientation of the photo is the angle between the rectangular
box and the photo frame. A rotated photo is shown in Figure 3.10(b). The maximum
rotation we can have such that the box is still fully captured within the boundary of
the photo frame is around 12◦. We selected 10 paper sheets and collected 5 samples in
each angle within {−12◦,−11◦, . . . , 0◦, . . . , ,+11◦,+12◦}. This gives us 125 samples
per sheet, 1250 samples in total.
Figure 3.11 shows the Hamming distance distributions. As expected, the same-
group and different-group distributions get slightly closer to each other in compari-
son with the benchmark dataset. However, decidability, although reduced, is still a
healthy d′ ≈ 8. This shows that our image processing method is somewhat sensitive
to the image rotation. We believe there is still room to improve the robustness against
rotation, however with the current method and based on a threshold of 0.4, the FAR
is still 0%, and the FRR is less than 1%. These values can be found in Table 3.1.
The PUF metrics are presented in Table 3.2. The experiment dataset still has
good uniformity, randomness, and bit-aliasing, but there is a slight drop in reliability,
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steadiness, and uniqueness compared to the benchmark dataset.
The experiment shows that our method is robust against non-ideal data collec-
tion in terms of rotation. In comparison, Clarkson et al. do not report robustness
against rotation and in fact require “precise alignment of each surface point across
all scans” [48].
3.6.2 Impact of Non-Ideal Paper Handling
In this section we investigate the robustness of our method against rough handling
of paper sheet including crumpling, scribbling, soaking, and heating. For each of the
experiments in this section, a set of 10 paper sheets are selected. For each paper
sheet, 5 samples were taken before and 5 samples after the non-ideal handling of the
paper sheet, adding up to a total of 100 samples per experiment. The same-group
and different-group distributions under the test conditions of crumpling, scribbling,
soaking and heating are shown in Figure 3.11. For readability, we opt to show fitted
curves for the distributions. These curves are non-parametric fits with a threshold
bandwidth of 0.02 (i.e., the distributions are merely smoothed).
Crumpling. In this experiment, we crumpled our paper sheets to the extent that
the borders of the rectangular box were visibly distorted. We did not try to smooth
out the sheet surface after crumpling. An example of a photo taken from a crumpled
paper sheet can be seen in Figure 3.10(c).
The resulting Hamming distance distributions are shown in Figure 3.11. Decid-
ability is d′ ≈ 4.6. Based on the threshold of 0.4, the FAR is still 0%, and the FRR
is 3.2%. These values can be found in Table 3.1.
The PUF metrics are presented in Table 3.3. The experiment dataset still has
good uniformity, randomness, and bit-aliasing, but there is a slight drop in reliability
and uniqueness and a bigger drop in steadiness compared to the benchmark dataset.
Scribbling. In this experiment, we drew random patterns with a black pen over
all samples such that each pattern covers around 5% of the box area. An example of
such scribbling can be seen in Figure 3.10(d).
The resulting Hamming distance distributions are shown in Figure 3.11. The
maximum same-group Hamming distance is 0.25 and the minimum different-group
Hamming distance is 0.45. The distributions are well-separated. Decidability is
d′ ≈ 9.7. Based on the threshold of 0.4, the FAR is still 0%, and the FRR is also 0%.
These values can be found in Table 3.1.
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The PUF metrics are presented in Table 3.3. The experiment dataset still has
good uniformity, randomness, and bit-aliasing, but there is a slight drop in reliability,
steadiness, and uniqueness compared to the benchmark dataset.
Soaking. In this experiment, we submerged the paper sheets in tap water for
around 20 seconds. Then, we let them dry naturally and collected the after-soaking
samples from the dried sheets.
The resulting Hamming distance distributions are shown in Figure 3.11. The
maximum same-group Hamming distance is 0.36 and the minimum different-group
Hamming distance is 0.44. The distributions are well-separated. Decidability is
d′ ≈ 6.8. Based on the threshold of 0.4, the FAR is still 0%, and the FRR is also 0%.
These values can be found in Table 3.1.
The PUF metrics are presented in Table 3.3. The experiment dataset still has
good uniformity, randomness, and bit-aliasing, but there is a slight drop in reliability
and uniqueness and a bigger drop in steadiness compared to the benchmark dataset.
Heating. In this experiment, we ironed all the papers from the soaking exper-
iment for at least 20 seconds, to the extent that in some cases there was a clearly
visible colour change (to light brown) and the paper was partly burnt.
The resulting Hamming distance distributions are shown in Figure 3.11. The
maximum same-group Hamming distance is 0.30 and the minimum different-group
Hamming distance is 0.44. The distributions are well-separated. Decidability is
d′ ≈ 8.6. Based on the threshold of 0.4, the FAR is still 0%, and the FRR is also 0%.
These values can be found in Table 3.1.
The PUF metrics are presented in Table 3.3. The experiment dataset still has
good uniformity, randomness, and bit-aliasing, but there is a slight drop in reliability
and uniqueness and a bigger drop in steadiness compared to the benchmark dataset.
Summary. Taking all the above results into consideration, we can see that our
method shows the strongest robustness against scribbling. Both the biometric and
PUF measures support this observation. The Hamming distance distributions are
well-separated and all PUF metrics remain close to ideal values. Fingerprinting is also
fairly robust against rotation, soaking, and heating. There is no or negligible false
rejection rates and all PUF metrics possibly except for steadiness remain close to ideal
values. Crumpling seems to pose the strongest challenge to robustness. Although false
rejection rate is 3.2% and steadiness is not ideal, the method is still able to provide
0% false acceptance rate and healthy PUF metrics otherwise.
Focusing on biometric metrics, authentication rates remain perfect or nearly per-
fect under all robustness tests. This means our method provides a promising candi-
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date for paper-based document authentication in practice which is able to cope with
non-ideal sample collection and rough handling.
Focusing on PUF metrics, space and device dimension metrics stay close to ideal
values under all tests, which indicates that the quality of fingerprint bits are still
good and the sheets remain clearly distinguishable from one another. Time dimension
metrics remain close to ideal values for rotation and scribbling, but steadiness and
in some cases reliability drops as a result of crumpling, soaking, or heating. This is
expected as crumpling, soaking, and heating physically change the paper sheets.
3.6.3 Impact of a Different Light Source
The light source should be bright enough to reveal the texture patterns in a paper
sheet. In the proof-of-concept experiments, we used an overhead projector, how-
ever, the equipment is relatively bulky and expensive. Questions remain if there are
cheaper ways to obtain the light source and if the results are robust against using
a different light source. To investigate this, we purchased a commodity light box
(tracing pad) from Amazon for £49.99 (see Figure 3.4(c)). Then, we used the same
paper sheets as in the benchmark dataset–excluding 10 paper sheets that were used
in other robustness tests–to collect a new set of samples using the new light source.
We followed the same data collection procedure as before.
Due to the difference in the light intensity, the camera setting needs to be adjusted.
In particular, we altered the exposure time to 1/500 seconds and F-stop to f/5. These
values were automatically recommended by the camera, so we simply accepted them.
The exposure time is the duration that the shutter takes to capture a photo and
F-Stop is the radius of the lens diaphragm; both of them are inspired by the way
human eyes react to a light source. These modifications in the camera setting were
necessary because of the change in the intensity of the light source. The final dataset
included 900 captured images, 10 samples from each paper sheet.
Figure 3.12(a) shows the Hamming distance distributions using the light box.
The same-group and different-group distributions are well-separated from each other.
Applying the biometric metrics, our analysis shows the decidability d′ ≈ 24 and
the number of the degrees of freedom DoF ≈ 846, both slightly higher than those
obtained with the overhead projector. Based on the threshold of 0.4, the FAR and
FRR are still 0%. These values can be found in Table 3.1.
The PUF metrics are presented in Table 3.2. The new experiment results show
that all PUF metrics are comparable to those obtained earlier in the benchmark
dataset. In fact, we have a slight increase in Reliability, Steadiness and Uniqueness.
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(a) Fitted distributions under rotation.





























(b) Fitted distributions under non-ideal paper handling.
Figure 3.11: The Hamming distance distributions for robustness experiments.
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(a) Hamming distance distributions for the light box dataset, plus the binomial curve with N = 846,
µ = 0.496 , σ = 0.017
















(b) Hamming distance distributions for the mixed light box and projector dataset, plus the binomial
curve with N = 836, µ = 0.496 , σ = 0.017
Figure 3.12: Distributions of HDs for the light box experiment.
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Figure 3.12(b) shows the Hamming distance distribution by combining the light
box and overhead projector datasets. The number of the degrees of freedom is roughly
unchanged at DoF ≈ 836. However, the same-group data become noisier because of
mixing two different light sources. The decidability drops to 10. Despite of the mix of
different light sources, the same-group and different-group histograms are still clearly
separated. The maximum Hamming distance for the same-group samples is 0.31 while
the minimum Hamming distance of the different-group is 0.42.
The experiment shows that our method is robust against different light sources,
as long as the camera settings are set correctly.
3.7 Authentication Protocols
In this section, we explain authentication protocols based on the extracted paper
fingerprint, and discuss their practical performance.
3.7.1 Trust Assumptions
Our fingerprinting technique may be applied in a range of applications, e.g., to prevent
counterfeiting of paper currency, passports, certificates, contracts and official receipts.
The secure use of the fingerprint is based on two assumptions. Both assumptions are
generally required in biometrics and physical unclonable functions (PUF) applica-
tions.
The first assumption is physical “unclonability”. We assume it is infeasible to
physically clone a paper sheet with the same paper texture. The paper texture is
formed from randomly interleaved wooden particles, as a naturally occurring outcome
of the paper manufacturing process. This process can not be precisely controlled.
Repeating exactly the same process to produce the same paper texture is considered
to be prohibitively expensive, if not impossible [158].
The second assumption is about a trustworthy measuring process. Take the human
fingerprint authentication as an example. If an attacker is able to deceive the scanner
by presenting a gummy finger, the security guarantee based on the “unclonability”
assumption will be lost. In any biometric or PUF application, it is important to
ensure that the measurement is performed on a real object and a fresh measurement
is acquired. In practice, this is often realized through the human supervision in the
process or by using specialized equipment (e.g., iris scanners with embedded liveness
test). In the case of paper documents, visual inspection can be applied to check
that they are made of paper and the paper fiber texture has not been tampered
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with. An attacker may try to interfere with the texture measurement by printing
patterns on the paper surface. Using today’s commodity printers, it seems unlikely
that an attacker is able to print patterns that are precise at the pixel level under the
microscopic view of a high-resolution camera (since the print head cannot be precisely
controlled and each printed dot tends to be in a scattered pattern due to imperfection
of the printing process; see [48]). However, when the measurement is not guaranteed
to be coming from real paper texture, the acquisition process is no longer trustworthy
– an attacker can at least deny the authentication by printing random patterns with
strong contrast on the paper. This threat can be addressed by checking that the
intended area for authentication is free from overprinting.
3.7.2 Comparison Based on Hamming Distance
A straightforward application of authenticating a paper fingerprint is based on com-
paring the Hamming distance between two fingerprints. It consists of two phases. In
the first phase, a paper fingerprint, along with a mask, is extracted from the textu-
ral patterns as the template and stored in a database. In the second phase, given
a provided paper sheet, the same fingerprinting algorithm is followed to output a
new fingerprint and a mask. Depending on the applications, there are two types of
authentication modes: verification or recognition.
Verification works on a one-to-one comparison. This assumes the reference to
the stored template is known (as it is often provided by the authenticating subject).
Hence, once the template is retrieved, it is a straightforward comparison between two
fingerprints based on their Hamming distance as explained in Equation 3.5. This
comparison determines if the presented paper sheet is the same as the one registered
earlier.
By contrast, recognition works on a one-to-many comparison. In this case, the ref-
erence to the pre-stored template is unknown. Hence, the program searches through-
out the database, comparing the extracted fingerprint exhaustively with each of the
stored templates in order identify a match where the Hamming distance is sufficiently
small. This is the same as how iris recognition works.
In terms of accuracy, the recognition mode is far more demanding than the verifi-
cation mode, because the false accept rate accumulates with the size of the database.
As an illustration, let P1 be the false acceptance rate for one-to-one matching in the
verification mode. Assume P1 is very small. Let Pn be the false acceptance rate in
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Table 3.4: False Acceptance Rate (FAR) for comparing two fingerprints












the recognition mode for a database of n records.
Pn = 1− (1− P1)n
≈ n · P1
The above equation shows that the accumulative false acceptance rate in the one-
to-many mode increases roughly linearly with the size of the database [57]. Hence,
for the one-to-many matching to work accurately, the false acceptance rate for the
one-to-one comparison must be extremely small.
For the paper fingerprints extracted in our proposal, they have sufficient entropy
to support precise recognition even for an extremely large database. Based on the
binomial distributions with 807 degrees of freedom, the false acceptance rates for com-
paring two paper fingerprints are listed in Table 3.4. If we opt to maintain Pn < 10
−6
for the recognition mode as stated in [57], our algorithm can easily support searching
a database of 3 quintillions (3× 1018) fingerprints at a threshold of 0.32. By compar-
ison, for the same accuracy (< 10−6) and the same threshold (0.32), iris recognition
can only support a database of only 26 iris codes. (As stated in [57], for a database
of a million iris codes, the threshold needs to be adjusted downwards to below 0.27
to keep the false accept rate under 10−6). Because of the much higher degrees of
freedom of paper fingerprints, they can be used for the recognition application at a
much larger scale than the iris biometric.
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3.7.3 Paper Fingerprint Encryption
One limitation with the previous verification/recognition method is that the template
is stored in plaintext in the database. When the plaintext template is revealed,
it may cause degradation of security. This is especially the case with biometrics,
since biometric data is considered private to each individual. The paper fingerprints
are essentially “biometrics” of paper. One established technique in biometrics is
through “biometric encryption”. Similarly, we can apply the similar technique to
realize “fingerprint encryption”. We will present one concrete construction and show
that because paper fingerprints have much higher entropy than even the most accurate
biometric in use (iris), the corresponding encryption scheme is able to provide much
higher security assurance as well.
Our construction is based on Hao et al.’s scheme [87]. This work is inspired
by Juels et al. [103] and has been successfully implemented in iris recognition. It
comprises two phases. In phase one, the program extracts a paper fingerprint from
the paper texture as a reference fa. It then generates a random key k (140 bits),
and expands the key to a pseudo fingerprint fp = ErrorCC(k) (a 2048-bit codeword)
where ErrorCC is an error-correction encoding scheme based on Hadamard-Reed-
Solomon. Our analysis shows there is a combination of block and random errors in
our fingerprints; therefore, we selected a concatenated approach. The choice of 140
bits k is a balance between security (minimum 128 bit security for the secret key)
and performance, as well as considering the special parametric requirements for a
concatenated code scheme to work at a desired level of error correction. Subsequently,
the scheme computes an encrypted fingerprint r = fa ⊕ fp. In addition, the program
computes h = H(k) where H is a secure one-way hash function. Finally, the program
stores r and h in the database. Alternatively, r and h can be stored in a 2-D barcode
printed on paper. The advantage of doing so is to allow authentication in the off-line
mode. In this case, an additional digital signature s should be included to prove
the authenticity of data in the barcode. At this stage, the original template fa and
the random key k can be safely deleted. The registration process is summarized in
Algorithm 1. In Figure 3.13, we show a QR code generated from the registration
phase in our prototype implementation.
The second phase is authentication. In this phase, data from the 2-D barcode is
first read and the digital signature verified. A paper fingerprint fs is extracted from
the provided paper sheet. The program then computes:
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Figure 3.13: Generated QR Code in the authentication protocol. This QR code con-
tains the encrypted fingerprint, H(k) and a digital signature for both items resulting
into 718 bytes (size varies depending on the type of implemented cryptographic op-
eration).
fs ⊕ r = fs ⊕ (fa ⊕ ErrorCC(k))
= (fs ⊕ fa)⊕ ErrorCC(k)
= e⊕ ErrorCC(k)
In the above equation, e can be regarded as “noise” added to the codeword
ErrorCC(k). As we explained earlier, the Hamming distances between same-paper
fingerprints typically range from 0 to 0.25. In the definition of the Hadamard-Reed-
Solomon code, we follow the same coding parameters as in [87]. The resultant error
correction code is capable of correcting up to 27% error bits in a 2048-bit codeword.
Hence, by running the Hadamard-Reed-Solomon decoding scheme, the error vector e
can be effectively removed, and the original k can be recovered error-free. The cor-
rectness of the decoding process can be verified by comparing the obtained k against
the retrieved H(k). This authentication process is summarized in Algorithm 2.
ALGORITHM 1: Registration
Generate Random key k ;
Generate Reference Paper Fingerprint fa;
Expand key k to Pseudo Fingerprint fp ;
Calculate r = fa ⊕ fp ;
Calculate h = H(k) ;
Calculate Digital Signature s = Sig(r, h) ;
Store (r, h, s) in a 2-D barcode ;
The key feature of the above “fingerprint encryption” scheme is that it preserves
the secrecy of the fingerprint template since it forms the basis for authentication.
In this way, no fingerprint template is stored in the plain form. As an example for
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ALGORITHM 2: Verification
Read r, h = H(k) and s = Sig(r, h) ;
if Signature Verification Success then
Generate Paper Fingerprint fs ;
Calculate f ′ = fs ⊕ r ;








comparison, without using this encryption scheme, the barcode would contain the
plain fingerprint template. An attacker will be able to trivially steal the template
by using a remote video camera without needing any physical access to the paper
(he might use the template to create a spoofing object similar to having a gummy-
finger attack in which an attacker would clone a captured finger by using a gel-based
substance).
Physical spoofing attack is not applicable to PUF-based objects since the fun-
damental assumption of their unclonability would contract with the possibility of
creating their physical replica. However, the attacker can still implement a successful
spoofing attack remotely. Hence, the application of privacy preserving protocol for
authentication avoids storing the texture structure in the plain text form. The goal
here is to protect the paper texture from an attacker who does not have physical ac-
cess to the paper sheet itself. An adversary who has access to the barcode printed on
the paper can read all data including an encrypted fingerprint r = fa ⊕ ErrorCC(k).
One potential problem as highlighted in [87] is that if the fingerprint fa contains sig-
nificant correlations between bits, r may leak information about the fingerprint. The
authors of [87] use the iris code as an example to illustrate that due to a high level
of redundancy in iris codes, the encrypted iris code only has a lower-bound security
of 44 bits. However, 44 bits security is not sufficient to satisfy high security require-
ments. As a result, the encrypted iris code (also called the secure sketch in the PUF
literature) should not be published as public data; instead, it should be stored in a
personal token as suggested in [87].
The above limitation with the iris codes does not apply in our case. Although
the paper fingerprint defined in our work has the same size (2048 bits) as an iris
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code, it has much higher degrees of freedom (807 as compared to 249). Following the
same sphere-packing bound as defined in [87], we estimate the lower-bound security
for the encrypted fingerprints as follows. Here, the lower-bound security refers to the
minimum efforts required for a successful brute-force attack, under the assumption
that the attacker has perfect knowledge of the correlations within the document paper
sheet’s fingerprint, hence the uncertainty (or entropy) about the fingerprint is 807 bits
instead 2048 bits. The error correction capability for the Hadamard-Reed-Solomon
code allows correcting up to 27% error bits. So in principle the attacker only needs
to guess a fingerprint that is within the Hamming distance of 807 × 0.27 ≈ 218 bits
to the correct fingerprint. Following the estimation method in [87], based on the
sphere-packing bound [83], the minimum guess effort with z = 807 and w = 218 is










) ≈ 2133 (3.14)
The above bound states that an attacker with full knowledge about fingerprint
correlations and the error correction process would need at least 2133 attempts in
order to uncover the original fingerprint used in the registration and the random key
k. This 133-bit security is much higher than the 44-bit security reported in [87], and
is sufficient for almost all practical applications. This is possible because the paper
textural patterns are far more distinctive than iris textural patterns. In iris, there
exist substantial correlations along the radial structures [57]. The same phenomenon
does not exist in paper texture, which explains the higher degrees of freedom in our
case. This high level of security makes it possible to simply store the (r, h, s) values
on a barcode instead of in a secure database. Alternatively, they may be stored
in an RFID chip, and retrieved wirelessly during the verification phrase (e.g., in a
e-passport application).
We evaluate the performance of this authentication scheme based on the bench-
mark database and are able to report perfect error rates: 0% FRR and 0% FAR.
Note that this performance evaluation is slightly different from the direct compari-
son between two fingerprints based on their Hamming distance. The authentication
is successful, only if the Hadamard-Reed-Solomon code is able to correct the errors
(introduced by the XOR between two fingerprints) added to the error correction
codeword, and hence recover the same random k (verified again H(k)). The authen-
tication protocol can only accommodate raw fingerprints, without masks (see [87]).
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Figure 3.14: Histogram of Hamming distances between raw fingerprints without
masks.
Figure 3.14 shows the histogram of Hamming distance between raw fingerprints with-
out masks. The same-paper and different-paper distributions are well-separated. The
error correcting code we implemented corrects errors up to 27%. This is sufficient
to correct errors for all same-paper fingerprints, yet not sufficient for different-paper
fingerprints. This explains the 0% FRR and 0% FAR that we obtain (see Figure 3.14).
3.8 Media Coverage
After publication of our research in this chapter, we received attention from various
media outlets. The results of our research have been branded as a novel method
for combating document counterfeiting and forgery. Our work has been labelled as
“secure paper” in The Economist and “cheap and tough to crack” in Wall Street
Journal.
Furthermore, we have received offers of collaboration from different industries
world-wide. Entrepreneurs active in collectable insurance, artwork authentication and
anti-counterfeiting solutions have contacted us from Hong Kong, United Kingdom,
China, United States and South Africa.
The full list of our media appearance and latest news has been provided in the
project’s home page: https://toreini.github.io/projects/fingerprinting.html.
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3.9 Sumamry
In this chapter, we proposed to fingerprint a paper sheet based on its texture patterns
instead of features on the surface as done by previous work. We show the former con-
tain more distinctive features than the latter with higher decidability in the histogram
of Hamming distance distributions. The experiments are set up to use a commodity
camera to photograph the texture patterns with a light source shining on the other
side of the paper. The rich texture pattens are processed using Gabor wavelets to gen-
erate a compact 2048-bit fingerprint code. Based on the collected database, we report
zero error rates, and the method is shown to work well with different light sources,
and is resistant against various distortions such as crumpling, scribbling, soaking and
heating. The extracted fingerprints contain 807 degrees-of-freedom, which is suffi-
ciently high for many practical applications. As an example, some applications (like
e-passport) rely on a tamper-resistant RFID chip embedded in the paper document
for proving the authenticity of the document (through a challenge-response protocol
based on a long-term secret stored in the chip). Our method provides an alternative
solution that leverages the natural physical properties of the paper document instead





In this chapter, we will introduce “DOMtegrity” as a mechanism to protect users
from malicious browser extensions. DOMtegrity is a light-weight JavaScript frame-
work that detects modifications to the web page’s Document Object Model (DOM) in
a client’s browser. To our knowledge, DOMtegrity is the first proposal that provides
in-browser client security against extension attacks without modifying browser’s ar-
chitecture or strengthening extension’s vetting process. Instead, DOMtegrity offers
protection of web page’s DOM integrity by embedding into web page’s source code
via an in-line < script > tag. It offers a more portable solution to the long-existing
problem.
DOMtegrity records the modifications occurred when the page is being rendered in
the browser. Then, it securely sends the recorded changes to the server. DOMtegrity
server analyses the received information and decides whether the page is tampered
with or not. We successfully implement our protocol to detect a range of real-world
attacks on online banking systems.
Furthermore, we will examine 14,000 real-world extensions to observe the com-
patibility of DOMtegrity with them. We will analyse the range of modifications each
real-world extension performs. Then, we will analyse an extensive range of attack
scenarios by a malicious extension. We will discuss how DOMtegrity can guarantee
protection against these attacks.
DOMtegrity can be used in sensitive web pages such as online banking web sites.
It can provide servers with more comprehensive insight in order to actively protect
their clients against malicious extensions.
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4.1 Introduction
Browsers extensions have become the dominant method to extend browser function-
ality. All major browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Safari, Opera and Internet Explorer)
support extensions, and host dedicated repositories (“stores”) from which extensions
can be downloaded and installed directly from the Internet. Mozilla reports average
rates of more than 1 million Firefox extensions downloaded daily and about 100 new
extensions created every day throughout 2016 [143].
Extensions are normally distributed and executed in controlled environments. All
extensions uploaded to a repository are subject to a vetting process, which is a mixture
of automated program analysis and manual code review and aims to identify malicious
extensions and prevent their spread. Furthermore, extensions are run in a restricted
(so-called “sandboxed”) environment and only have access to a predefined set of
browser APIs.
However, the vetting process is not bullet-proof. A study conducted by Google
researchers found nearly 10% of extensions examined to be malicious [99]. By using
obfuscation, some malicious extensions can slip through the vetting process. Further-
more, the extension update mechanism provides an additional exploit path for the
attacker. In 2014, two popular and previously vetted Chrome extensions, “Add to
Feedly” and “Tweet This Page”, were sold to spammers who updated the extensions
to inject advertisements and affiliate links into websites opened in the browser.
The Problem. The key problem with extensions is that, once installed, they
possess over-privileged capabilities that may be abused by attackers. For example,
an extension is free to modify the Document Object Model (DOM) of a web page. This
allows a malicious extension to manipulate the display of a web page and deceive users
into believing something false. The change of the web page content may be subtle,
but when it is combined with social engineering techniques, it can cause significant
harm to user security [70]. In Section 4.3, we will demonstrate two attacks on real-
world banking websites (HSBC and Barclays) to show how a malicious extension may
stealthily steal money from the user’s bank account by making small modifications
to the DOM structure of an online banking web page.
Existing solutions to prevent malicious extensions generally involve changing the
browser’s internal design [192, 62, 219], strengthening the vetting process of reposito-
ries [99, 105, 104, 78, 12], asking users to install yet another (trusted) extension that
detects malicious behaviour of other extensions [138, 124] or requiring an external
hardware device (e.g., Cronto) that performs out-of-band transaction verification.
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Our solution. In this section, we propose a cryptographic protocol that we call
DOMtegrity to ensure the integrity of the DOM structure of a web page delivered
from a web server to the rendering of the page at the client browser in the presence of
malicious extensions. Compared to previous solutions, ours does not require changing
the browser’s existing internal design; it does not need any external hardware device;
it is orthogonal to the strengthening of the vetting process; it can be easily imple-
mented by embedding in-line JavaScript code in the web page rather than requiring
the user to install another (trusted) extension. The novelty of our solution lies in
exploiting subtle but important differences between extensions and in-line scripts in
terms of their rights to access Websockets established between the server and the
client. This is combined with leveraging the latest Web Crypto API that is recently
added in all major browsers.
4.2 Related Work
This section reviews related work on countering the threats imposed by malicious
browser extensions. Existing countermeasures can be categorized into four types:
modifying browsers, strengthening the vetting process, requiring another trusted ex-
tension and using external hardware. Each of these types, including selected promi-
nent examples, is reviewed in detail below.
Modifying Browsers. Proposals in this category require their system to be in-
tegrated natively within the browser. Ter Louw et al. design systems for protecting
code integrity and user data [192]. The latter is a mechanism that augments the
browser to support policy-based runtime monitoring of extension behaviour. The
goal is to protect sensitive user data from being accessed or modified by the exten-
sion. Dhawan et al. proposed “Sabre”, an in-browser information flow monitor to
detect malicious activities of JavaScript based extensions during runtime [62]. Sabre
associates an appropriate label to all in-memory JavaScript objects based on whether
they carry sensitive information. Then, it monitors the objects carrying sensitive
information for any insecure access. Wang et al. proposed an extension access control
framework [219], which dynamically analyses the behaviour of extensions at runtime
and controls policies to restrict their access to resources. All the proposals in this
category require modification of browser code base. Unfortunately none of these pro-
posals have been adopted by mainstream browsers so far. In fact, some of these
proposals are based on the XPCOM model for creating extensions in Firefox which
is due to be deprecated in favour of WebExtensions.
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Strengthening the Vetting Process. Proposals in this category involve vari-
ous techniques to improve detection rates of malicious extensions during the vetting
process. Jagpal et al. shared their three years of experience in fighting with malicious
browser extensions in Chrome Web Store [99]. They developed a detection system
called WebEval to vet the extensions in the market. WebEval combines both static
and dynamic analysis of the source code, as well as taking into consideration of the
reputation of the extension’s developer, and involving human experts in manual re-
views whenever necessary. Their method was able to identify real-world malicious
extensions with a success rate of 96.5%.
Besides methods adopted by the industry, academic researchers also propose var-
ious techniques to strengthen the vetting process. Kashyap et al. proposed a frame-
work to automate the vetting process in official extension repositories [105]. They
proposed a notion of add-on security signature which provides detailed information
on its data flow and API usages. Kapravelos et al. presented Hulk as a dynamic
analysis system to detect malicious extensions [104]. They monitored the execution
and network activities of extensions to detect their malicious intentions. The had an
extensive collection of real-world extensions from Chrome Web Store, and one of their
findings was discovering a malicious extension that affected 5.5 million users. Guha
et al. proposed an IBEX framework for authoring, analysing, verifying, and deploying
secure browser extensions [78]. They suggested a high level programming language
to develop extensions. They also proposed Datalog to specify fine-grained access con-
trol to restrict the extension’s access to security-specific web content. Bandhakavi
et al. presented the VEX framework for highlighting potential security vulnerabili-
ties in browser extension [12]. They applied static information-flow analysis to catch
malicious JavaScript code in the extension implementation.
Requiring another Trusted Extension. Proposals in this category require
users to trust one particular extension and install it consciously. Marouf et al. pro-
posed a run-time framework called REM that monitors the access made by extensions
and provides customized permission [138]. They developed an extension for monitor-
ing other extension based on REM. They monitored API calls from an extension to
the browser and enforced their policies on the extension. They notified users about
the latest activities of other extensions and allowed them to block future such activi-
ties. Liu et al. demonstrated the same threat in Chrome [124]. They also implemented
an extension to enforce more fine-grained privileges to extensions in Chrome. They
proposed HTML elements to use another attribute called “sensitivity” to differentiate
DOM elements and enforce the policy that they call micro-privilege management.
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Using External Hardware. Cronto1 is a commercial hardware-based solution
to address MITB attacks specifically for online banking. It was initially developed by
a spin-off company from the University of Cambridge in 2005 and was later acquired
by VASCO Data Security International for £17m in 2013. The product has been
widely deployed by major banks in Chile, Switzerland and Germany to secure online
banking. The Cronto solution works by using a special client device, which shares
a secret key with the sever. When the user performs transactions during online
banking, the server sends a 2-D barcode to display on the client’s web page, which
encodes the encrypted transaction details such as the amount, timestamp and account
number. The 2-D barcode is then read and verified by the Cronto device that has the
decryption key. Upon successful verification, Cronto generates a one-time password
(OTP), which the user can enter in the browser to authenticate the transaction. Here,
the Cronto device can be either custom-built hardware with an embedded camera or
a smart phone.
DOMtegrity is similar to Cronto in preventing malicious modifications on the
client side against MITB attacks. However, ours is a JavaScript-based software so-
lution and does not require an external hardware token. We note that although the
main design aim of Cronto is to ensure the integrity of transactions, it has a sec-
ondary function as a second-factor for authentication since the device has a shared
secret key with the server. DOMtegrity does not have this function, but it can be
used in combination with any existing two-factor authentication scheme, e.g., the
Chip Authentication Program (CAP) currently used by HSBC and Barclays.
Other Related Work. Reis et al. proposed the idea of ensuring web content
integrity by JavaScript [167]. Their method was inspired by the Linux integrity check
and AEGIS [6]. In their approach, they developed a client-side JavaScript framework
named TripWire. It detected unexpected modifications (in flight modification in their
terminology) done by ISPs and other intermediate nodes over HTTP communication.
Once the page rendering is complete, the code requested the page’s source code from
the server through AJAX requests, then the internal source code is compared with
the server’s one at the client side. Tripwire did not consider browser extensions in
their attack model because it considers them as “trusted”. They discussed that their
method was comparable to HTTPS with better performance.
1https://www.vasco.com/products/two-factor-authenticators/crontosign.html
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4.3 Malicious Extension Attacks on Online Bank-
ing
Attacks caused by malicious extensions are often known as man-in-the-browser (MITB)
attacks. To demonstrate the importance of understanding the threats imposed by ma-
licious extensions in modern browsers, we show two proof-of-concept attacks on real-
world banking websites, HSBC and Barclays, by exploiting the capability of browser
extensions to modify the DOM of a web page. The extensions are developed for
both Firefox and Chrome based on the standard WebExtensions framework. In the
proof-of-concept demonstration of the attacks, the money was transferred between
the authors’ accounts.
Newcastle university regulations require any research with direct relation to sen-
sitive data to go through the ethical review process [146]. The appointed ethical
committee investigated the project in detail and approved the implementation of a
proposed experiment accordingly. All the experiments that we performed in this
research were conducted using our own bank accounts, and were approved by our
university’s ethics committee.
4.3.1 WebExtensions Capabilities
Before describing the attacks, we should first explain WebExtensions2. The WebEx-
tensions framework is a cross-browser architecture for developing browser extensions
using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. It is now supported in all major browsers except
Safari.
An extension developed based on WebExtensions consists of three components:
the background page, the UI pages, and the content scripts. The background page is
in charge of long-term operations that last beyond the lifetime of a particular browser
window and is provided with access to browser APIs. The UI pages put together the
extension user interface. Content scripts are JavaScript programs that are run in the
context of a web page and are allowed to interact with the page.
Although the background and UI pages do not have access to the DOM of the
page, content scripts can modify the DOM. Through content scripts, an extension
can hide elements of the DOM and insert another element in the same location to
effectively replace the original element. For example, a text box can be placed by a
malicious extension in place of a password text box to capture a user’s password.
2https://developer.chrome.com/extensions/overview
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In the following demonstration, we assume that a malicious extension is already
installed on a client’s browser. This can be done through disguising malicious ex-
tensions as legitimate browser extensions, using Trojans to install such extensions,
missing plug-in attacks, or purchasing popular extensions and then adding malicious
code during updates [174, 70]. In both attacks, the web pages that are presented to
the victim are from the genuine banking websites via HTTPS.
4.3.2 HSBC Attack
The first attack shows how a malicious extension can easily bypass the two-factor
authentication that is adopted by major banks, including HSBC. In this attack, the
extension intercepts the victim’s authentication credentials (i.e., login details), sends
them to a remote attacker and redirects the user to a false maintenance page. Depend-
ing on the security policy of the banking web site, this authentication could involve
a regular password and an additional one-time password (OTP) as a second factor
which is either sent to the user’s mobile phone as an SMS or locally generated using
a dedicated device (i.e., a Chip Authentication Program (CAP) device) provided by
the bank.
We developed a proof-of-concept attack that targets the HSBC online banking web
pages. To authenticate their clients, HSBC uses a password-based user authentication
augmented with an OTP generated by a dedicated device, the HSBC Physical Secure
Key. Our attack works as follows:
1. When the victim requests the login page, the browser extension content script
replaces the username and password text boxes with its own and records the vic-
tim’s username and password by communicating with the extension background
page.
2. When the victim is prompted for an OTP, the browser extension records what
the victim enters in a similar manner.
3. The victim is then redirected to a genuine customer service page. However,
the content of the page is changed on the fly by the extension content script
to include a message indicating that the website is temporarily unavailable for
maintenance or due to technical difficulties as shown in Figure 4.1.
4. The stolen login credentials are sent to the attacker who can then log into the
victim’s online banking account.
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Figure 4.1: The HSBC customer service page modified by the malicious extension to
contain a message indicating website technical difficulties.
We have implemented the attack by developing extensions for both Firefox and
Chrome based on WebExtensions. Our extensions were able to perform the attack
successfully without being detected by the bank server. Consequently, we were able
to impersonate the victim and log into his or her bank account on a separate machine.
4.3.3 Barclays Attack
The second attack shows how a malicious extension can defeat transaction-specific
user authorization, which is added by many banks such as Barclays as an extra layer
of security on top of two-factor authentication. Here, when an already authenticated
user requests a transaction, she is required to provide a transaction-specific autho-
rization code which is either sent to the user out of band or generated by a dedicated
device upon unique transaction-specific input. This transaction authentication is de-
signed to prevent modification of transaction data (e.g., recipient and amount) by
man-in-the-browser attackers.
Barclays uses the strongest form of transaction authentication (the so-called full
transaction authentication [2]) in which the unique transaction authorization code
(i.e., the transaction-specific OTP) is cryptographically bound to the transaction
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Figure 4.2: The Barclays instructions page modified by the malicious extension to
include the attacker’s account number (redacted as XXXXXXXX) as the REF num-
ber.
data. The authorization code is calculated by a dedicated device provided by Barclays
called PINsentry. Alternatively, the user can use the functionally equivalent Mobile
PINsentry application on her smartphone. PINsentry is a battery-powered device
consisting of a numeric keypad, a small LCD screen, a card reader and a processor.
When a transaction is requested through Internet banking, the user is required to
manually enter the transaction details, including the payee account number and the
amount, on PINsentry (or Mobile PINsentry) and then enter the PINsentry produced
authorization code on the internet banking web page. However, in the following we
show how a malicious extension can defeat this security measure by combining social
engineering and DOM modifications. The attack works as follows:
1. When the victim requests a funds transfer, she is presented a form to provide
the details of the funds transfer, including the payee account number and the
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amount. The malicious extension content script replaces the text box where the
victim is supposed to enter the account number of the intended payee with its
own text box and records the entered account number by communicating with
the extension background page.
2. Then the user is presented with a dialogue confirming the transaction details
and instructing her how to get a transaction authorization code from PINsentry.
The instructions include asking the user to “Enter the payee’s account number
as your REF:” followed by the payee’s account number. The malicious extension
content script replaces this instruction with “Enter this REF number:” followed
by the attacker’s account number, as shown in Step 3 of the instructions in
Figure 4.2 with real bank details suitably redacted.
3. A non-expert user, trusting the HTTPS page to be secure and failing to notice
the above subtle change, then enters the attacker’s bank details in PINsentry
and provides a code authorizing the funds transfer to the attacker’s account.
4. The browser extension changes the final confirmation page before it is displayed
to the user so that it shows the account details of the original intended payee
rather than that of the attacker.
In this attack, the attacker’s bank account may eventually be discovered by check-
ing the victim’s bank transaction records. However, this is not an issue for the attacker
since he only needs to prevent the discovery of the fraud for some short timescale in
which the funds can be withdrawn from the account [63].
The key issue that we were able to exploit is that PINsentry prompts the user for
two pieces of transaction information: “REF” and “Amount”. The only information
about what “REF” means is present on the website, which can be modified by the
extension. We have responsibly disclosed our attack to Barclays and since then Mobile
PINsentry has been updated and the prompt on the app has been fixed to explicitly
ask the user for the payee’s account number instead of a REF number.
Recently, the second Payment Services Directive (PSD2) enforces a new concept
as “Strong Customer Authentication (SCA)” to augment the security of payments
within the Europe zone. At the time of writing this dissertation, the PSD2 was due
to be implemented from January 13th 2018; however, the SCA compliance will not be
in effect until 14 September 2019. This is mainly because the standard authentication
protocols have not been agreed upon yet [14]. As a result, the authentication pro-
cedure for both online banking systems discussed above might change in the future,
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which might pacify our current attacks. Nevertheless, the online banking clients will
still be exposed to various attack vectors because browser extensions are considered as
a trusted component of a running browser and thus, they can freely manipulate sen-
sitive information such as DOM elements, forms inputs, session cookies and HTTP(s)
requests.
4.4 Our Proposed Solution: DOMtegrity
In this section, we propose a solution, called DOMtegrity, to address MITB attacks
such as those demonstrated in the previous section. Our solution is designed based
on the WebExtensions framework, which is now the standard extension development
architecture recommended by W3C and adopted by Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox,
Microsoft Edge and Opera.
4.4.1 WebExtensions Security Model
The WebExtensions security model as implemented in modern browsers is based on
the model proposed by Reis et al. [166] who discussed the real-world security issues
experienced by Google Chrome and advocated a systematic method to prevent these
attacks. Here we discuss parts of this model that are necessary for the description of
our protocol.
Browser Zones. In modern browsers, the execution environment is divided
into two zones: an unprivileged Internet zone in which web pages are executed, and a
privileged Chrome zone in which extensions are executed. A schematic representation
of these zones is shown in Figure 4.3. Scripts in the Internet zone (i.e., the so-called
in-line scripts within the web page) cannot have access to the data in the Chrome
zone (i.e., the extension scripts), and vice versa. Therefore, although the web page
scripts and the extension content scripts can interact with DOM separately, they
cannot interact with each other. This concept is called the isolated worlds principle.
The main reason for the isolation is to prevent malicious in-line scripts from exploiting
the vulnerabilities that may exist in extension content scripts [4]. However, as we will
explain, the isolation is also useful in defending against malicious extensions when
the in-line scripts are from a legitimate source.
Permissions. Every extension must provide a “manifest” in the JSON format
which defines the resources and the corresponding permissions for each component
























Figure 4.3: The Internet and Chrome zones of a modern browser and how web pages,
extensions, and plug-ins interact [4]
permissions at the time the extension is installed, and once installed, the extension’s
access to browser APIs is limited to these permissions.
4.4.2 Design Overview
DOMtegrity is designed to enable the server to detect any unexpected modification
of the DOM by extensions when the web page is rendered in the browser. The
underlying idea is that DOMtegrity securely records all the modifications made to the
web page DOM until the final rendering of the page and then securely communicates
the recorded modifications to the server. The server is then in a position to decide
whether or not the client’s browser has parsed the page as the server expected.
DOMtegrity is implemented as a JavaScript program, called pid.js, which is then
embedded as an in-line script (within a <script> tag) in the web page that the server
wishes to protect. This in-line inclusion is necessary since extensions are not able to
restrict the execution of in-line web page scripts, whereas they can block loading
external script files. For the in-line Javascript to work, we assume that JavaScript
execution is not disabled in the browser.
Since DOMtegrity is to record all modifications to the DOM, it is essential that
pid.js is placed at the start of the page source code and before all other HTML tags.
Since parsing the web page in browser proceeds in the order that tags are placed in
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Table 4.1: Capabilities of extension and in-line script (W3C [214]).
Capability Extension pid.js
Access the DOM 3 3
Establish Websockets 3 3
Block Websocket Establishment 7 7
Block Websocket communications 7 7
Access an expando created by pid.js 7 3
Access/close Websockets established by pid.js 7 3
Access/close Websockets established by the extension 3 7
the page source code, placing pid.js at the start of the page ensures that recording
changes in the DOM starts immediately as the browser starts parsing the page.
The isolated worlds principle guarantees that DOMtegrity’s recording of mod-
ifications in DOM cannot be tampered with by any extension. When executed,
pid.js creates an on-the-fly DOM property (also called a DOM expando) named
document.pid which implements the DOMtegrity functions within a domain isolated
from any extension.
DOMtegrity uses the recently introduced Websocket3 technology which provides
a full-duplex communication channel over TCP (or SSL/TLS for an encrypted chan-
nel) and is now supported by all major browsers. In this section, we only consider
Websocket established over the secure SSL/TLS channels. The important property
here is that although both in-line scripts and extension content scripts can establish
Websockets, neither has access to Websockets established by the other.
The extension’s inability to access Websocket communication established by DOMtegrity
provides assurance on the integrity of the communication between pid.js and the
server. The in-line script pid.js establishes a Websocket with the server and this
Websocket is used as a secure channel to convey a secret key which is later used to
authenticate the DOM modifications that document.pid records. We should empha-
size that although an extension has extensive access to HTTP(S) communications, it
can only access the Websockets that are established by the same extension.
Table 4.1 summarizes the relevant capabilities of extensions compared with in-line
scripts such as pid.js based on the latest W3C specification (23 July 2017) [214].
Both can access the DOM and establish Websockets, but neither can block Websocket
communications. The extension cannot access the expando created by pid.js. Nei-
ther pid.js nor the extension can access or close Websockets established by the other.
(From Chrome 58 introduced in April 2017, a new capability has been added in the
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Figure 4.4: sequence diagram for DOMtegrity
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script, though the W3C specification [214] has remained unchanged. We will discuss
this new capability in Section 4.5, and show that it does not affect the working of
DOMtegrity.)
DOMtegrity is only applicable to the original browser executables. We do not
consider the possibility of malicious modifications to the browser internal functioning
through malware in our threat model. This scenario is considered as out-of-scope
since the browser extensions can not perform such attack without the need to locally
install malicious software in the victim’s computer. Thus, any solution for such attack
should operate in the Operating System level as well as inside the browser.
4.4.3 Detailed Description
DOMtegrity runs in three stages: initialization, recording and verification. The ini-
tialization stage sets up the protocol, the recording stage is in charge of storing all
DOM modifications, and eventually in the verification stage evidence of DOM in-
tegrity is generated on the client side and is sent to the server for verification. These
stages are described in detail in the following. A sequence diagram of the protocol is
shown in Figure 4.4. We assume the web page is served over HTTPS. The client is
identified by the TLS session ID.
Stage 1: Initialization
This stage begins as the browser starts parsing the web page. In this stage, the
required setup for DOMtegrity is carried out as follows:
Open Websocket and Request Key. First, pid.js sends a request to open
a Websocket in order to receive an HMAC key from the server. The server caters
for such a request only once within an HTTPS session. To cater for the request, the
server establishes a Websocket channel with the client, and through this channel sends
a random 256-bit key k. The Websocket is subsequently closed and the rest of the
communication is continued over HTTPS. Any further requests for a key in the same
HTTPS session are refused by the server. If the server receives more than one request
for the client, it is an indication that a malicious extension tries to impersonate the
client.
Define Mutation Observer. The next step is to assign a mutation observer 4
to the document class. Mutation observer is a JavaScript global API that provides
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Figure 4.5: An overview of document.pid and the inability of extensions to modify
this region of DOM.
DOM tree, including the alternations in attributes. This covers every possible DOM
modification with the exception of the changes in the way events are handled in DOM.
We discuss how to deal with this exception below.
Stop Event Propagation. In this step, pid.js stops assignment of new events
to DOM elements by calling the stopImmediatePropagation method5 for all ele-
ments. Note that (in DOM Level 2 and above) existing assigned events cannot be
changed or removed unless the browser is presented with the reference to the reg-
istered event, and the isolated worlds principle ensures that extensions do not have
access to such references.
Define DOM Expando. Next, the script adds an expando (i.e., an on-the-fly
property) to the document node of the DOM, as shown in Figure 4.5. This property
is called document.pid. As a property it does not change the DOM node structure,
and hence is not visible to extension content scripts due to the isolated worlds prin-
ciple. document.pid is implemented as an object with encapsulated functions. All
document.pid functions are private (using so-called “closures”6) except for one (i.e.,





After initialization, DOMtegrity enters a persistent passive mode and records all
DOM mutations through the mutation observer. The recorded mutations include
adding or removing child elements to a node, inserting or changing an attribute in
a node, or modifying the data of a DOM node. The recording continues until the
user’s interaction with the web page finishes and the filled form is to be posted to the
server.
Stage 3: Verification
In this stage, a page identifier (PID) containing the recorded changes in the DOM is
generated. The stage starts when the function document.pid.request() is called.
This is the only public expando function and should be called when the client “re-
turns” the form, e.g., by clicking a “submit” button. This stage uses Web Crypto
API7, a relatively new JavaScript capability to perform cryptographic operations in
browser.
Generate Page ID. The first step is to generate the PID which consists of two
parts: the list of recorded DOM mutations throughout the recording stage, and the
source code of the page at the time the verification stage starts. According to the
W3C standard, there are seven mutations observable. Each possible DOM mutation
is encoded into a unique digit to achieve a short representation of the list. The
source code (accessible to JavaScript via the document.documentElement.innerHTML
attribute) represents the final state of the DOM elements in the page. Here we
consider the protection of integrity for the whole page, but it is possible to define a
custom PID to cover only part of the page. However, care must be taken to ensure that
any unprotected part of the page cannot be modified by extensions to compromise
security.
Compute Assertion. Next, a message authentication code (MAC) on the gen-
erated PID is produced in the browser using the secret key k. We opted to use
HMAC with the SHA-256 hash function as our MAC. This selection is based on three
reasons: first, the 128 bit security of the HMAC-SHA256 is adequate for nearly all
practical web applications; second, the HMAC function is supported consistently in
all modern browsers; and third, the size of the final result is always constant because




Verify Assertion. On the server side, upon receiving the assertion, the server
first checks if more than one request for fetching the HMAC key has been received
earlier within the HTTPS session, and rejects the assertion if that is the case. Multiple
key fetching requests indicate man-in-the-browser impersonation attacks. If only one
request has been received, the server retrieves the expected the PID, computes the
HMAC of the expected PID and compares it with the received assertion. Normally
there is no need for the client to send the PID. The server expects no changes in
the DOM other than those made by the web page scripts. Hence, the server has a
specific expectation of the recorded DOM mutations and the final source code of the
page, and therefore a known expected PID. The server accepts the assertion on the
integrity of the page if the HMAC verification succeeds.
Send Decision. Depending on the decision, the server proceeds to provide or
refuse further service to the client (say allowing login to online bank account). In case
of refusal, the sever may communicate to the user with an error message through an
out-of-band channel, e.g., sending a short text message to the user’s mobile phone.
Choosing HMAC vs. Hash
DOMtegrity uses the Websocket to securely transport a key which is later used in
the generation of the HMAC tag. The Websocket channel only lasts for the duration
of the key transport and is immediately closed by the server once it sends the key.
An alternative approach would be to keep the Websocket open for the duration of
the protocol and instead of sending an HMAC of the PID, the client can securely
send a hash (say SHA-256) of the PID through the Websocket. We chose the HMAC
approach to minimize the cost of communication since maintaining a full-duplex Web-
socket requires exchanges of ping-pong messages to keep the channel alive. By using
HMAC, DOMtegrity minimizes the duration of a Websocket only for the essential
purpose of transporting a short (32 bytes) key. As we will show, the computation of
HMAC based on WebCryptoAPI incurs a negligible cost in the client browser. The
computed HMAC tag can be sent through an XHR request over HTTPS.
4.4.4 How DOMtegrity Prevents Attacks
In this section, we review a number of design choices in DOMtegrity that are essential
to effectively defend against DOM manipulation attacks by malicious extensions.
Influencing the execution of pid.js. A malicious extension may try to in-
fluence the execution of pid.js through the content scripts or the injected scripts.
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First of all, it cannot stop or change pid.js functions through its content scripts.
Due to the isolated worlds principle, and that DOMtegrity procedures are defined
as document.pid expando functions, the extension content scripts cannot block or
manipulate these procedures. Furthermore, a malicious extension cannot stop or
change pid.js functions through injection of scripts into the page. Injected scripts
do not have access to the pid.js Websocket due to closure. The only interfer-
ence that injected scripts can cause with DOMtegrity is to call the public function
document.pid.request(). However, this will result in the rejection of the integrity
assertion since the inject script changes DOM by adding a new <script> tag.
Eavesdropping the secure channel. The pid.js Websocket provides a secure
communication channel between pid.js and the server. This channel is inaccessible
to the malicious extension [46]. In other words, the extension cannot read or modify
data sent through this channel.
Polluting JavaScript variables. A malicious extension may inject malicious
scripts into the page, trying to pollute the local and global variables used by pid.js.
First, an injected malicious script can not directly manipulate the local Websocket
variable in pid.js. We leverage JavaScript closure to make a protected reference to
Websocket variables to prevent any injected script from accessing it [142]. Second,
an injected script cannot prevent Websocket establishment by DOMtegrity through
redefining global JavaScript APIs. The isolated worlds principle prevents exten-
sions from modifying parameters of a page’s global environment through content
scripts. Hence, the only avenue to modify such global definitions would be injecting
scripts into the page and making sure they run before pid.js, by setting run at
to document start in the manifest. However, at document start which refers to
the time before the DOM is created by the browser engine, there is no DOM for
the injected script to insert a <script> object, hence there is no influence on the
parsing of pid.js. On the other hand, when the injected script runs after pid.js,
DOMtegrity’s objects have already been created based on default variable definitions.
If the injected script modifies the global variables, it can only affect JavaScript ob-
jects that are created after the modification. Objects that were created before the
modification remain unaffected.
4.5 Discussion on Impersonation
The design of DOMtegrity was based on the W3C specification on “browser exten-
sions” and the latest version is dated 23 July, 2017 [214]. We noticed that from
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Table 4.2: Capabilities of extension and in-line script before and after Chrome v.58.
Capability Extension (before Chrome v.58) Extension (after Chrome v.58) pid.js
Access the DOM 3 3 3
Establish Websockets 3 3 3
Block Websocket Establishment 7 3 7




Access / close Websockets
established by pid.js
7 7 3
Access / close Websockets
established by the extension
3 3 7
Chrome 58, launched in April, 2017, Google Chrome added a new capability, allow-
ing the extension to block the Websocket handshake request sent from the browser
to the server. This change is highlighted in Table 4.2. Discussions in the Chromium
forum suggest that this change was made to prevent advertisement agencies from mis-
using Websockets to bypass adblocker extensions. At the time of writing this thesis,
this new capability has not been included into the official W3C specification [214].
A malicious extension may try to impersonate pid.js, racing to engage with
the server first. It can make sure to execute before pid.js by setting run at to
document start in the manifest. Because of the recent change in Chrome extension
API, We discuss this impersonation attack in two cases.
The first case is before Chrome v58 (which is also the latest W3C specification
dated 23 July, 2017 [214]). In this case, an extension is not allowed to stop pid.js
from sending its own Websocket request. The setting of document start in the
manifest of the extension enforces the execution of content scripts before parsing the
loading page. However, a meaningful attack would need the user to interact with a
web page that is loaded in the browser (e.g., to fill in a form or provide user creden-
tials). The inclusion of pid.js before the web page HTML code ensures that the user
interaction can only happen after pid.js sends its own Websocket establishment re-
quest. Hence, any attempt for an impersonation attack by the malicious extension is
detected at the server side as a result of observing multiple Websocket establishment
requests.
The second case is after Chrome v58. A new capability is added to allow the
extension API to block the establishment of a Websocket by an in-line script. (We
expect that this change may eventually be included into W3C). As it is stated in the
webRequest API documentation (Chrome v58 and onwards) [46], the only part that
an extension can influence the Websocket is blocking the handshake request sent by
an in-line script. Once the Websocket channel is established by an in-line JavaScript,
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an extension cannot intercept or access the data transmitted in the channel, nor can
it close the channel (see Table 4.2). This change is realized in Chrome without funda-
mentally altering the Websocket architecture. This is because Chrome’s webRequest
API can only function through the application-layer HTTP(s) based request/response
pairs, and the Websocket handshake request is the only HTTP(s) based message sent
in a Websocket channel. All the subsequent communication messages are transmitted
in Transport-layer Websocket frames between the browser and the server, which is
inaccessible to extensions. By blocking the handshake request sent at the HTTP(s)
layer, Chrome effectively prevents the abuse of Websocket by an in-line JavaScript
(carrying advertisements) to bypass adblocker extensions.
However, for a malicious extension to overcome DOMtegrity, it is not sufficient
to just block pid.js from sending a handshake request, it must establish its own
Websocket channel and receive the HMAC key. Calling to block pid.js from sending
a handshake request also blocks the extension from sending its own request. In our
implementation, once pid.js detects that sending a handshake request has been
blocked by an extension, it automatically enters a loop to retry sending the request.
Hence, for a successful attack, the extension must ensure to establish a Websocket
channel with server first, and through the established channel request and receive the
HMAC key before it blocks pid.js (and the extension itself as well) from sending
out any Websocket handshake request. An extension can make sure to execute be-
fore pid.js by setting document start in the manifest. To postpone DOMtegrity’s
Websocket connection, the extension may insert a large amount of JavaScript com-
mands after the execution of its own Websocket constructor command and before
the pid.js, hoping that this will give the extension enough time to finish its own
Websocket establishment and then block DOMtegrity.
We set up an experiment to evaluate how a race condition between a malicious
extension and pid.js operates in the browser. We injected JavaScript commands
after the extension’s Websocket object creation command to delay the execution of
sending the DOMtegrity Websocket handshake request in pid.js. Then, we gradu-
ally increased the number of JavaScript commands up to 250,000 lines of code. We
measured two numbers in this experiment: first, the interval between the construc-
tion of the Websocket objects in the extension and pid.js and second, the interval
between the dispatch of handshake requests sent by the extension and pid.js. The
results of our evaluation are shown in Figure 4.6.
The creation of a Websocket consists of two main steps [214]: 1) constructing a
new Websocket object, and 2) upon successful return of the new constructed Web-
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Extension vs. pid.js return of websocket object
Extension vs. pid.js websocket establishment
Figure 4.6: The interval between creation of Websocket objects in the extension and
pid.js versus the interval that the opening handshake requests sent from the browser.
Solid lines indicate regression of delay in each corresponding interval when extension
injects commands to delay pid.js Websocket’s execution.
socket object, dispatching a handshake request to establish a Websocket connection.
according to W3C [214], Websocket establishment run in parallel to the current ex-
ecution context in JavaScript. In other words, Websocket handshake requests are
generated in parallel to the JavaScript’s event loop [216], which is the execution
context’s scheduler that coordinates events, user interaction, scripts, rendering, net-
working, and so forth in the browser. The extension can influence event loop directly
by overloading the task queues but it does not have control over tasks run in parallel
since they are execute by browser’s internal modules. This is evident in Figure 4.6,
which shows that although the commands inserted in the extension delay the creation
of the Websocket object by pid.js, it has little effect on postponing the dispatch of
the Websocket request by pid.js. The miniscule increase in the delay of sending
pid.js’s handshake request, as seen in Figure 4.6, is due to the heavy computational
overhead on the CPU that has an indirect effect on the processing of the channel
handshake.
Therefore, the race between the extension and pid.js starts exactly after the
extension’s Websocket handshake request is sent. After the creation of a Websocket
object in browser, the object’s “readyState” property will be initialized as “connect-
ing” until the status of the Websocket connection is changed to either “open” in case
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of successful receipt of handshake response, or “closed” otherwise. Meanwhile, there
should only be one Websocket connection with “readyState” set to “connecting” at
a time [97]. Thus, pid.js’s opening handshake request is suspended until the exten-
sion’s channel status is changed to “open”. Afterwards, the blocking process begins
in the extension by firing an onopen event in parallel to pid.js “connecting” pro-
cess. This event is queued in a task queue dedicated to tasks with the source set as
“Websocket” [217]. This means the actual race is between the onopen event from the
extension and the dispatch of pid.js Websocket opening handshake request.
We measured the time that blockage happened after receiving of the extension’s
opening handshake response and compared it with the time that pid.js opening
handshake is dispatched from browser after extension’s channel is open. The results
are shown in Figure 4.7. From the results, we can draw two conclusions. First,
the time it takes for the extension to block the Websocket is always longer than
that needed by pid.js to send the opening handshake request. This is because the
Websocket’s opening handshake request generation consists of a fixed number of steps
without depending on other elements in the web page [215], while the blocking process
involves computationally more intensive webRequest API calls and transmission of
messages between the content script and the background script. Second, when more
commands are inserted by the extension, it affects more on the blocking process
than on the sending of the handshake request, as evident by the steeper line for the
completion of blocking in the extension. This is because all of the steps in sending
the handshake request execute in parallel to normal execution of commands in the
JavaScript execution context. The tasks in the blocking process run in the event loop
and the corresponding task queues. They are dependant on the complexity of other
elements in the web page. Hence, overflowing the task queues by inserting excessive
commands would delay the blocking process more than it does on the generation of
pid.js’s Websocket handshake request.
In conclusion, we have shown, both empirically and analytically, that the new
capability of the Chrome WebExtension network access does not prevent the working
of DOMtegrity. A malicious extension is still unable to impersonate pid.js.
4.6 Implementation and Evaluation
In this section, we describe how we implemented a number of proof-of-concept ma-
licious extensions to test our solution in several attack scenarios and provide perfor-
mance measurements.
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Completion of blocking in extension
Dispatch of pid.js opnening handshake request
Figure 4.7: The time when pid.js’s opening handshake dispatch versus when block-
ing executed in the extension. Both numbers are measured once malicious extension’s
Websocket is opened successfully. Solid lines indicate linear regression of in each series
when extension injects commands to delay pid.js Websocket’s execution.
On the client side, DOMtegrity is implemented as a single JavaScript program
which is integrated in-line within a <script> tag in the beginning of a web page.
On the server side, we implemented the server using Node.js version 4.4.0. All cryp-
tographic operations in pid.js are programmed as asynchronous operations using
JavaScript Promise objects8.
4.6.1 Confirming DOMtegrity Effectiveness
Detecting Online Banking Attacks. To confirm that our implementation of
DOMtegrity can detect the attacks we discussed in Section 4.3, we implemented
copies of the online banking web pages for both systems on our local server and
embedded pid.js in-line. Then, we re-ran the attacks by the malicious extensions
we developed on Chrome and Firefox. In both cases the server was able to successfully
detect the malicious modifications made on the web pages and block further requests
from the client.
Detecting Other Possible DOM Modifications. To confirm that our imple-
mentation of DOMtegrity can detect other possible DOM modifications, we consid-
8https://developer.mozilla.org/en/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/Global Objects/Promise
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ered a comprehensive list of changes extensions can make to DOM and developed
extensions that make such changes through content scripts. These changes include:
1. insert a new DOM element into the tree;
2. remove a targeted DOM element from the tree;
3. hide a targeted DOM element and replace it with its own element (possibly of
an identical type) with a different ID;
4. change the style of a targeted DOM element; and
5. embed another script file which in turn changes an attribute of a targeted DOM
element.
We developed five extensions (based on WebExtensions), each making one of the
above modifications. All these extensions are tested on a simple login web page,
which contains username and password text boxes and a “Sign in” button, with
pid.js embedded in-line. We tested each of our extensions on Chrome and Firefox.
As we expected, in all the experiments our server was able to detect the malicious
DOM modifications on the client side.
4.6.2 Performance Evaluations
On the client side, the web page is run in Firefox v50.1 and Chrome v54 on a machine
equipped with Intel Core i7 2.8 GHz with 8 GB of RAM and Windows 7 Enterprise.
The server is set up on a machine with windows 8.1 x64 Enterprise Edition equipped
with Intel Core i5 2.3 GHz with 8 GB of RAM.
File Size. The client side JavaScript is 550 lines of code and adds 21.6 KB in the
normal mode and 6.33 KB in the minified mode to the original web page source code.
Our simple login page, the HSBC web page and the Barclays web page are 31.5 KB,
2.1 MB and 3.6 MB, respectively. The overhead of the DOMtegrity client source
code is relatively small compared to those of other popular JavaScript frameworks.
For example, the popular JQuery framework9 adds 84.6 KB to the web page in the
minified mode. The server side Node.js implementation is 240 lines of code with a
size of 4.25 KB.
Computation load. The computation load of the initialization stage is propor-
tional to the number of elements in the web page since the browser needs to stop
9https://jquery.com
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Table 4.3: Average elapsed times for stopping event propagation in Chrome and
Firefox for our experimental web pages
#Elements Total time (ms) Time/Element (ms)
Chrome Firefox Chrome Firefox
Simple
login page
22 16.53 15.64 0.75 0.71
Simulated
HSBC page
987 713.68 485.08 0.72 0.49
Simulated
Barclays page
1283 839.83 624.76 0.65 0.49
event registration for every node of the DOM. We measured the time it takes for this
step to complete for our own login page and for the comparatively richer HSBC and
Barclays online banking pages. For each page we ran the experiment 100 times and
we report the average here. For our login page, this step took 15.64 ms on Firefox and
16.53 ms on Chrome to complete, resulting in an average of 0.71 to 0.75 ms per DOM
element. For the Barclays page, the richest page, this step took 624.76 ms on Firefox
and 839.83 ms on Chrome to complete, resulting in an average of 0.49 to 0.65 ms per
DOM element. Further details are reported in Table 4.3.
The recording stage only stores an encoding of the DOM change for every DOM
modification and incurs a negligible computational overhead. In our experiments, the
latency for recording each mutation is 0.005 ms.
The verification stage requires the calculation of PID and HMAC tag. In our
measurements, the average elapsed time for computation of PID is 1.97 ms in Chrome
and Opera, and 2.79 ms in Firefox, and the average elapsed time for computing the
HMAC tag is 2.63 ms in Chrome and Opera, and 2.68 ms in Firefox. The box plots of
elapsed times for 100 executions in Firefox and Chrome are illustrated in Figure 4.8.
All values are rounded up to the closest 0.01 ms.
Computations on the server side are very efficient. The most time consuming
step on the server side is retrieving PID from storage which takes 1.96 ms on average.
It takes 0.17 ms to compute a HMAC tag and another 0.03 ms to compare the tag
against the received. The average elapsed time for 100 executions of each step on the
server side is shown in Table 4.4. All values are rounded up to the closest 0.01 ms.
Communication Bandwidth. DOMtegrity is designed to be efficient in terms of
required communication bandwidth. The key and the MAC tag are only 32 bytes each,
amounting to a negligible fraction of the usual data transmission between the client
and the server. The embedded JavaScript code is relatively compact (21.6 KB in the
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Figure 4.8: Box plots of elapsed times for PID and HMAC calculations in 100 execu-
tions in Chrome and Firefox.
Table 4.4: Average and standard deviation of the elapsed times on the server side for
100 executions of each step of the protocol
Step Average time (ms) STD (ms)
Key generation 0.02 0.02
PID retrieval 1.96 1.59
HMAC calculation 0.17 0.01
Decision 0.03 0.02
normal and 6.33 KB in the minified mode), as compared to other popular JavaScript
frameworks such as JQuery (84.6 KB in the minified mode). The establishment of the
Websocket is also efficient as the underlying technology is designed to be lightweight.
By the design of DOMtegrity, the duration of the Websocket channel is kept to the
minimum only for the essential purpose of transporting the HMAC key.
4.6.3 Compatibility with Real-world Extensions
DOMtegrity is designed to detect all DOM changes. The strict policy is to reject
any detected DOM modification that the server does not expect. However, such
a strict policy is obviously in contradiction with existing extensions that work by
modifying the DOM. Examples of such extensions include Grammarly (a popular
grammar and spell checker) and LastPass (a popular password manager). In this
section, we investigate the compatibility of DOMtegrity with real-world extensions.
Real-world extension set. For this experiment, we have downloaded a large set
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of extensions from the Chrome Web Store and the official Mozilla Add-on repositories.
Overall, we investigated more than 14,000 WebExtensions-based extensions in the two
repositories, as follows:
• all extensions from Chrome’s Starter Kit list,
• all extensions from Chrome’s Editor Picks list,
• all extensions returned with the search keyword “block”,
• all extensions returned with the search keyword “blocker”,
• all extensions with more than 100 active users in each Chrome Web Store ex-
tension category, and
• all WebExtension-based add-ons in Mozilla’s top 1,000 most popular extensions
(57 extensions).
We installed each extension in a mint instance of the browser, then we requested a
DOMtegrity-protected web page, i.e., a page in which the pid.js script was embed-
ded. When the page was completely loaded in the browser, we recorded the generated
PID in the presence of the extension on the client side, plus the assertion verification
result on the server side.
Results. We compared the generated PID on the client side with the expected
PID on the server side for each rejected extension in order to investigate the type of
modification they applied. The W3C specification on DOM categorizes page muta-
tions into three groups: attributes, characterData and childList [212]. The attributes
category includes mutations involving modifications of attributes of existing nodes.
CharacterData refers to mutations that change any data between the opening and
closing tags of a text node. Finally, ChildList includes mutations that involve inser-
tion or removal of nodes in the DOM tree. We investigated the generated PID on the
client side and classified the rejected extensions into the above categories. A rejection
by the server may be caused by a mixture of the mutation types. In that case, the
PID records every type of the mutations.
Overall, 15% of the extensions caused rejection of the assertion. This shows that
DOMtegrity is compatible with 85% of the wide range of extensions we tested. Among
the 15% rejections, 86% of them involved attribute mutations, 2% characterData
mutations, and 98% childList mutations.
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Table 4.5: Likelihood of mutation type occurrence among tested rejected extensions
for each mutation type




On the other hand, if we simply record every mutation caused by the extension
in the PID, the probability of occurrence for each of mutations types for attribute,
characterData and childList mutations was 43.9%, 0.2% and 55.9% respectively, as
shown in Table 4.5.
Possible mitigations. One possible mitigation strategy to accommodate ex-
tensions that are incompatible with the rather strict ‘no mutations allowed’ policy
is to consider a more flexible policy that allows certain specific DOM modifications.
Our protocol needs to be slightly modified to enable such flexible policies. Since it is
difficult for the server to predict modifications on the client side, pid.js will need to
send the PID to the server along with the assertion. The PID consists of the recorded
mutations and the final source code. The server can then check the PID against a set
of policies to decide if the mutations are acceptable.
Note that our attacks on online banking systems lie in the CharacterData category
since we changed the fields within a text node. Recall that only 47 extensions (0.3% of
whole data set) and more importantly, 0.2% of the recorded mutations by extensions
fall within this category based on an extensive analysis of 14k extensions. Hence,
a simple policy that does not allow CharacterData mutations can effectively detect
such attacks through DOMtegrity, while remaining overwhelmingly compatible with
the widely used extensions.
Overall, further compatibility can be gained by modifying the protocol resulting
in the client sending more data (i.e., the PID) and the server performing slightly more
complex verification.
4.7 Further Discussion
Browser Parsing Inconsistencies. In practice, given the same web page source
code, different browsers may parse it differently. In some circumstances, a browser
might change the source code. For example, during the testing of our protocol,
DOMtegrity identified two particular changes, as shown in Figure 4.9. These changes
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<input class="action -button next"
id="buttonTest" type="button"
value="Sign in">
→ <input id="buttonTest"class="action -button next"
value="Sign in" type="button">





<h3>Looking after your money</h3>
<p>Get</p>









<h3>Looking after your money</h3>
<p>Get</p>
<a href="https ://...">Managing </a>
</div>
</li>
(c) Original source code in Chrome (d) Parsed source code in Chrome
Figure 4.9: Examples of source code modifications during parsing in browsers
are inconsistent between browsers, appear unnecessary and are not widely docu-
mented. They do not alter the content of the page, but they modify the DOM
structure.
Fortunately, such changes are rare, and can be conveniently addressed by testing.
We recommend that before integrating DOMtegrity into a web page, the page is
tested against targeted browsers to identify if there is any modification to the source
code made by the browser. In case that modifications are observed, the web page
can be rectified accordingly to avoid those changes. This will ensure that in the field
deployment, DOMtegrity will only catch modifications to DOM made by malicious
extensions, not by the browser itself. As a longer-term solution, we recommend
browser vendors to refrain making ad hoc changes to the original HMTL source code,
and adhere to the W3C specifications [213] in parsing and construction of the DOM10.
Dynamic Web Pages. A dynamic web page is one with variable content de-
pending on the user or her actions. This is done by either server-side or client-side
scripting, or a mixture of both.
If only server-side scripting is used, a web page is constructed on the server side
at the time of request and transmitted to the client. No further changes to the DOM
are expected in this case. Hence, such pages can be protected using DOMtegrity as
it is designed.
If client-side scripting is used, the dynamic web page DOM is modified in-browser
based on the user’s interactions with the page. In this case, there would be no way for
10Based on private communication with a contact in W3C/Google, the subtle parsing inconsisten-
cies between browsers, which are caught by DOMtegrity in Figure 4.9, are most likely implementation
bugs in the browsers and should be fixed in future releases.
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the server to predict user’s interactions with the page and hence it would be necessary
for pid.js to send the PID along with the HMAC tag to the server so that a decision
on the integrity of the page can be made based on the server’s policies.
Private Mode. Extension availability policies in private mode are different across
browsers. Firefox permits extensions to function in private mode. In contrast, Chrome
disables the extensions by default in its private mode (incognito). In each case,
DOMtegrity functions as normal, regardless if the extensions are enabled in the client
browser.
Content Security Policy (CSP). CSP (Level 3) is a W3C working draft11 with
the goal of preventing cross-site scripting attacks. Based on the current version of this
draft, browser extensions are not prevented from altering the CSP defined by the web
page. Hence, extensions can prevent the execution of the web page JavaScript code
altogether by setting script-src to none in the CSP response header. This would
effectively disable DOMtegrity, and in fact disable any web page with embedded
JavaScript code. However, the extension’s ability to alter CSP is in conflict with the
fact that CSP is designed to be set by the server. The critical assumption made in
the current working draft on CSP is that extensions are regarded as “fully trusted”.
However, in light of the threats of malicious extensions demonstrated in this section
and many previous works [173, 2], we urge W3C to take into account potentially
malicious behaviour of extensions in the revision of the CSP draft.
Confidentiality. Although DOMtegrity guarantees end-to-end integrity, it is not
designed to provide any confidentiality against malicious extensions. Through their
access to DOM and HTTP(S) traffic data, extensions are able to read both the server
and user-provided contents of the web page.
Implementation Limitations. DOMtegrity has been successfully implemented
and evaluated in an experimental setting; however, one should include more possible
attack scenarios in the real-world application. Specifically, checking of the double re-
ceipt of assertion through the same HTTPS session is prone to Denial of Service (DOS)
attack by a malicious extension. This way, DOMtegrity server could stop providing
service and consequently, cease pid.js to function. This implementation weakness




We have been in contact with professionals from browser vendors in order to have a
better insight on the extensions and JavaScript execution mechanisms. We specifi-
cally would like to thank Tobie Langel, web standards and open source consultant
in Google and W3C, and Jake Archibald, developer advocate for Google Chrome.
Their recommendations were crucial in terms of understanding the implementation
aspects of W3C standards, WebExtensions, event loops, task sources and webSocket
execution in JavaScript.
4.9 Summary
In this chapter, we presented DOMtegrity, a light-weight JavaScript based solution to
provide end-to-end protection of integrity for web content from the point of delivery
at a sever to the final rendering in a client’s browser. Our solution works with the
standard WebExtensions framework and does not require modifying existing archi-
tectures of web browsers, nor using any external hardware device. As part of the
evaluation, we implement two attacks on real-world online banking websites: HBSC
and Barclays, to demonstrate how malicious extensions can compromise the online
banking security, and how DOMtegrity can effectively prevent such attacks as well as
other man-in-the-browser attacks caused by malicious extensions. We run an exten-
sive study of the top 14k extensions to investigate the prevalence and types of DOM
changes and confirm that DOMtegrity is compatible with the majority of widely-used
extensions. We present detailed timing measurements to show that DOMtegrity is
efficient and adds only a relatively small overhead to the performance on both the
client and the server sides.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Summary
In this thesis, we introduced two novel approaches in tamper-evident technologies. On
physical tamper-evidence, we developed a new technique to determine the authenticity
of a paper sheet based on its texture patterns. Moreover, on cyber tamper-evidence,
we proposed a JavaScript based protocol to securely detect malicious modifications
by browser extensions.
Chapter 2 introduced the state-of-the-art trends in tamper evident solutions. We
surveyed different approaches in physical and cyber detection of tampering. Then, we
demonstrated the challenges in each approach and discussed how it would influence
future developments.
In Chapter 3, we presented “paper fingerprinting” as a case study for a physical
tamper evident solution. Our proposal was based on the idea that a paper sheet
texture contains random patterns that could be utilized as its fingerprint. In other
words, a paper sheet is a Physical Unclonable Function (PUF) and thus, it can not be
physically cloned by adversaries. Previous research in the field was based on reflection
of laser beam or light from the paper sheet’s surface. However, we argued that the
paper sheet texture contains more entropy than its surface. Hence, we proposed
to fingerprint a paper sheet based on measuring the translucent patters when light
transmits through the paper sheet instead of measuring the light reflections from its
surface.
We implemented our fingerprinting mechanism with an off-the-shelf digital camera
and a commodity light source. Unlike other research in the literature, our method
required merely a single shot of the texture patterns when the paper is back-lit by the
light source. The captured sample is then inspected by texture analysis algorithms to
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generate a 2048 bit identifier, also known as the paper fingerprint. The paper finger-
print can withstand various rough handling situations with perfect (100%) acceptance
rate. Furthermore, the 807 bits entropy make it suitable for large-scale applications.
Finally, we proposed two authentication approaches to verify the authenticity of
a paper sheet. Using our method, illegal clone of a legal document would be detected
in the authentication process because an attacker could not imitate the underlying
texture of the paper sheet.
Furthermore, in Chapter 4, we proposed a lightweight JavaScript framework to
detect clandestine modifications to the web page’s DOM tree by malicious browser
extensions. To demonstrate the threat, we implemented two real-world attacks on
HSBC and Barclays on-line banking websites. We demonstrated that a malicious
extension was able to access the victim’s banking account and transfer funds to the
adversary’s account without the user noticing it.
Then, we designed DOMtegrity as a protocol to detect malicious DOM modifica-
tions, a.k.a. mutations, when the web page is being parsed in the client’s browser. In
our analysis, we compared the executions of an extension with in-line JavaScript code
and discovered in two major differences: first, the limitation of extension’s access to
a Websocket channel and second, extension’s inability to detect dynamic on-the-the-
fly extended DOM properties (also known as DOM expando). We leveraged these
differences to design our protocol.
The client side implementation of DOMtegrity is embedded into the web page
source code as an in-line script called pid.js. It records all the DOM mutations from
the time page starts loading. Later, it securely sends the recorded DOM mutations
and the page’s source code, the combination that we called Page IDentifier (PID)
to the server. Finally, DOMtegrity server decides about the received information by
comparing it against their expected PID. The server’s decision leads to rejection or
acceptance of the upcoming requests through the channel with the same TLS session
ID.
We utilized modern HTML5 APIs such as WebSockets, WebCrypto and Muta-
tionObserver in order to effectively implement our protocol. All mainstream modern
browsers support the above mentioned APIs. We have evaluated our protocol in
various attack scenarios.
The main advantage of DOMtegrity is that it protects users from a malicious
extension’s modifications on the DOM, without requiring changing the browser’s ex-
isting internal design or extra hardware token. Our solution can be easily deployed
by embedding in-line JavaScript code in the web page.
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5.2 Future Work
Future work is suggested as follows:
• In Chapter 3, we focused on evaluating our method on regular A4 paper sheets.
In future, we plan to extend our research to other types of paper, such as thermal
paper, labels and other thicker forms of paper as long as the light can transmit
through. However, it is likely that adjustments in the intensity of the light,
camera settings, Gabor filter scale and orientation will be required due to the
the differences in the thickness and the materials of the paper. These questions
will be addressed in the future developments of our research.
• In Chapter 3, we would like to the application of the proposed paper fingerprint-
ing technique to prevent counterfeiting of banknotes, passports and other legal
documents. Consequently, it has the potential to be used as a new approach in
fighting against forgery.
• In Chapter 4, we have evaluated our protocol against static web-pages. However,
this might be not applicable to more sophisticated web-pages that currently
exist in the internet. Thus, we would like to investigate extending DOMtegrity
to more dynamic web pages.
• In Chapter 4, we suggest two approaches to develop DOMtegrity in more real-
world applications. First, we need to evaluate more modern web technolo-
gies (such as single page frameworks like angular.js, react and etc.) and second,
we should examine the effects of the concurrent execution of pid.js and other
JavaScript frameworks (such as jQuery, bootstrap and etc.).
• Finally, in Chapter 4, we would like to establish a more inclusive server-side
decision engine by analysing the real-world extension behaviour. The compre-
hensive examination of the legitimate DOM mutations by extensions would aid
DOMtegrity server to detect malicious web page modifications more accurately.
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